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Preface 
The stufly of geometry of subiiianifolds of an almost Hermition manifokl 
is one of the most fascinating topics in differential geometry. The subman-
ifolds of an almost Hermition manifold present an interesting geometry as 
the almost complex structure J on the ambient manifold transforms a vector 
to a vectoi- perponflicular to it, the natural outcome of which are three typ-
ical classes of submanifolds, namely holomorphic or invariant submanifolds 
(also known as almost complex submanifolds) totally real or anti invariant 
submanifolds and slant submanifolds (cf., [9], [13] [42] etc.). 
The holomorphic and totally real submanifolds M are characterized by 
the conditions J{T^M) C T^^M and JiT^^M) C T^M^ respectively, where 
T:^M denotes the tangent space and T^M-^, the normal space at a: G M. 
Slant submanifolds were introduced by B.Y Chen in 1990 and are defined 
by the constant angle 6 (known as Wirtinger angle) between J{Tr.M) and 
T:r,M [9]. Obviously if ^ is 0 then submanifold is holomorphic and if 0 is 
7r/2 then it is totally real. The notion of CR-submanifolds was introduced 
by A. Bejaiu'u in 1978 as a generalization to the holomorphic and totally 
real submanifolds. A real submanifold M of an almost Hermition manifold 
is called CR-submanifold if there exists a differentiable dtstribution D on h4 
satisfying {%) J{D.^) = D^, and (zz) J{D^) C T^A/-^, for each x e M, wher(> 
D^ is the com))lementary orthogonal distribution to D. 
CR-submanifolds a.re an active area of research for the past thirty years 
and play important role in many diverse areas of differential geometry relativ-
ity as well as in mechanics [3], [10]. Integrability of the distributions gives rise 
to the notion of CR-jHoduct submanifolds, which are those CR-submanifolds 
that are locally Riemannian product of the leaves of D a.nd D-^. A lot of re-
search has been done on CR-product subnianifolds and characterizations fire 
found for a CR-submanifold to become a CR-product submanifold (cf., [11], 
[12], [26] etc.). Moereover it is proved that there do not exist non-trivial CR-
products in conrplex hyperbolic spaces [37]. It was also found that S'' does 
not admit non-trivial CR-product submanifolds [37]. CR-products however 
are obtained in complex projective spaces naturally via Segre imbedding. 
Bishop O'Neill [8] in 1969 introduced warped product manifolds as a 
generalization to Riemannian product manifolds. Easiest examples of warped 
product manifolds are surfaces of revolution. Formally, a warped product 
manifold is defined as: Let B and F be two Riemannian manifolds with 
metrics gs and c/// respectively and / is a positive differentiable fmic;tion 
on B. The warped product M = B Xj F is the manifold B x F equipped 
with Riemannian metric g = gB + PQF- The function / is called warping 
function of the warped product manifold M.The study of warped products 
got impetus when B.Y Chen studied warped product CR-submanifoIds of a 
Kaehler manifold [16], [17]. 
The CR-product and warped product submanifolds form the main theme of 
this dissertation. 
The dissertation comprises of five chapters and each chapter is divided 
into various sections. The mathematical relations obtained in the text have 
l)een labeled with double decimal numbering. The first figure^ denotes the 
chapter number, second represents the section and the third points out the 
number of the defination, equation, proposition, corollary or the theorem, as 
the case may be for example, theorem 3.2.1, refers to first theorem of second 
article in the third chapter. 
The first chapter is introductry and contains those definitions and results 
which are relevant for the subsequent ones. Moreover, tliis serves the puri)()sc 
of making the dissertation as self contained as possible and fixes up the 
terminology for the forthcoming chapters. 
Chapter II deals with the CR-product submanifolds of Kaehler mani-
folds. We discuss first integrability conditions of the distributuions D and 
D"*- on a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermition manifold in terms of Nijen-
huis tensor and the conditions for these to become CR-product submanifolds 
jiroved by Sato, Urbano and others. We then provide some results about CR 
and CR.-product submanifolds proved by B.Y Chen, Chen and Blair in [11 j . 
[12], [7] when the ambient manifold is a Kaehler manifold. 
In chapter III we extend the results of second chapter by taking the ambi-
ent manifold to the more general setting of nearly Kaehler and almost Kaehler 
manifold. This chapter includes the results by Khan, K.A., Khan,V.A and 
Hussain, S.I. who introduced tensors V and Q on the tangent bundle of the 
submanifold in [26] and used them to prove and extend Chen's characteriza-
tion of CR-product submanifolds. 
In chapter IV, we discuss the warped product CR-submanifolds of Ka(^ hlpr 
manifolds. The warped product CR-submanifolds can be defined two ways 
NT Xf iVx and Nj^ X; A^^ . In the first case it was found [16] that they are no 
different then the CR-product submanifolds. We also in this chapter describe 
some examples of warped product manifolds. 
In the last chapter, chapter V, we have studied some of the recent 
progress on warjjed product submanifolds. We first discussed non-existence 
of the warped product semi-slant submanifolds of Kaehler manifolds proved 
by B. Sahin [36] and then gave the generalizations of some of the results such 
as the characterization of the warped product CR-siibinanifolds in Kaehler 
manifolds by B.Y. Chen to the nearly Kaehler settings by V.A. Khan , K.A. 
Khan and others. 
In the end we have given a t)iV>liography which by no means is exhaustive 
on the subject, but contains only those references which are referred in the 
text. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction. 
The main aim of this chapter is to introduce basic concepts, preliminary 
notions and some fundamental results that axe reciuired for the development 
of the subject in the present dissertation. Thus in this c;hapter we have given 
a brief resume of some of the results in the geometry of almost Hermitian 
manifolds and the allied structures and the geometry of submanifolds of these 
manifolds. Although most of these results are readily available in review arti-
cles and some in standard books e.g., Nomizu and Kobayashi [29j B.Y.Chen 
[10] , Yano [42], and D.E.Blair [7] nevertheless, we have collected them here 
to set up our terminology and for ready references. 
1.2 Structures on C°"-Manifolds. 
We can discover the geometry of a differentiable manifold by knowing a 
Riemannian metric on it. Further refined information can he had through 
additional structures on the manifold, for example almost complex, almost 
Kaehler, nearly Kaehler and almost contact structures etc.,( [23], [25] ). In 
this section we briefly discuss some of these structures. 
By a Riemannian metric g on a manifold M, we mean a map p -^ f/,, 
where g,, is a positive definite inner product on Tp{M). We require this map 
to be smooth in the sense that the func:tion 
is smooth for a.ll A, j for any chart {U,.r) on M. This smoothn(\ss coiuHtion 
is same as recjuiriiig that for all vector fields X,Y on A/, /; -^ ryp(A',,, V,,) 
is smooth. On a paracompact manifold, there exist a smooth Riemannian 
metric. 
On a Riemaimian manifold (A/, g) with a connection V the Koszual 
formula is defined as 
2g{VxY, Z) = XgiY, Z) + Yg{X, Z) - Zg{X, Y) + ^ ([.Y, 7], Z) 
+ g{\Z,X])^g[XAZ,Y]) (1.2.1) 
In what follows, we shall take a differentiable manifold that is coiuK-cted 
and paracompact, so that it can always be endowed with a Riemannian metric 
g and a Riemannian connection V. 
An alm,ost complex structure on a real differentiable manifold M is a 
tensor field J which is at every point p G M, an endomorphism of the tangt-nt 
space Tp{M) such that ,P = —/ where / denotes the identity transformation. 
A manifold with a fixed almost complex structure is called an almost com/plex 
manifold. On an almost complex manifold, there always exist a Riemannian 
metric g consistent with the almost complex structure J i.e., satisfying 
g{JU^JV)=g{U,V) (1.2.2) 
for all U, V e T{M). Here T{i\[) denotes the tangent bundle of the manifold 
M. By virtue of which g is called a He/nnitixm metric. An almost comi)l(>x 
manifold (resp. a complex manifold) ecjuipped with a Hermitiaii metric is 
called an almost Herrnitian manifold (resp. a Hermitian manifold). 
Analogous to the almost (xjmplex structure .7, tlieie is defined a 2-foriii 
which plays an important role in the geometry as well as in the mechanics 
on the manifold [31]. We describe it as follows: 
Definition (1.2.1). A sym,plectic form, on areal vector space V of dimension 
n is a non-degenerate exterior 2-form $ of rank n. If V admits a symplectic 
form $ then we say that $ defines a symplectic structure on V or that {V, <l>) 
is a symplectic vector space 
A symplectic: structiue on a manifold M is defined by a choice of a 
differentiable 2-form $ satisfying the following two conditions 
(i) For all p € A/, <J>p is non-degenerate. 
(ii) $ is closed, that is d<f> = 0. 
One can define a Kaehler manifold using the fundamental 2-form $, 
almost complex structure J and the Riemannian metric g as follows: 
Let $ denote the fundamental 2-form associated with the Hermitian 
metric g on M i.e., 
^{h\V)=g{U,JV) (1.2.3) 
for all vector fields U, V on M. Since // is invariant under J so is $, i.e., 
^[.JL\JV) = ^{U,V). (1.2.4) 
The almost complex structure J is not in general parallel with respect 
to the Riemannian coimection V on M, defined by the Hermitian metric g. 
In fact, we have the following formula 
Ag{{^uJ)V,W) = M^{U,JV,JW)-Qd^{U,V,W) (1.2.5) 
+ g{S{V.W).JU) 
where S is the Nijenhuis tensor of ,/ defined by 
S{U, V) = 2{{JU, JV\ - \IK V\ - J[U, JV] - J[.JU, V]}. (1.2-.6) 
It is easy to verify that 5" satisfies 
S{JU, V) - S{U, JV) = -JS{U, V). (1.2.7) 
It is well known that vanishing of the tensor S{U, V) is the necessary and 
sufficient condition for an almost complex manifold to be a complex manifold 
[25]. 
If we extend the Rieniannian connection V to be a derivative on th(^ 
tensor algebra of M, then we have the following formulae 
{\7uJ)V = VuJV - J^uV, (1.2.8) 
(V(;$)(y, W) = gi{VuJ)V,W). (1.2.9) 
Definit ion (1 .2 .2) . A Hermitian metric on an almost complex manifold is 
called a Kaehler metric, if the fundamental 2-form $ is closed. A complex 
manifold equipped with a Ka.ehler metric is said to be a Kaehler rn.an.i.fold. 
In other words, an almost complex manifold M is Kaehler if 
{VoJ)V==0 (1.2.10) 
or equival(>utly, 
VijJV = JWuV 
for all U,V in T{M). In this case the connection V on M is said to be a 
Kaehler cnnnecHon. 
A Heiuiitiaii manifold M is said to be 'nearly KaeJiler if 
{Vi,J)V + {\/vJ)U = 0 (1.2.11) 
for all U, V in T{M) and is called almost Kaehlerii iV,jJ)U+ {\/juJ)JU = 0 
for all U in T{M). Following figure d(!])icts the relationshi])s between these 
classes of manifolds. 
K £ A K 
NK -* 
Fignrp(1.2.1) 
Definit ion (1 .2 .3) . A Kaehler manifold M is called a com,plex-,space-form 
if it has constant holomorphic sectional curvature. We denote by M"'lc) 
(or simply M{c)) a complex m-dimensional complex-space-form of constant 
holomor])liic sectional curvature c. The curvature tensor R of M{c) is given 
by 
R{U, V)W = ^{p(V, W)U - g{U, W)V + g{JV, W)JU) 
-g{JU,W)JV + 2g{U,JV)JW] (1.2.12) 
for any vector fields U, V, W on M. 
Let M be a (2rn -t- l)-dimensional differentiable manifold. An alm.ost 
contact structure {(J), ^ , r/) on M consist of a: tensor field 0 of type (1, 1), a 
vector fic^ld ^ and a 1-form rj which satisfy 
d)''= -I + T](g)^, r?(0 = l (1.2.13) 
where / denotes the identity tensor on M. A manifold M with an almost 
contact structure is called an almost contact m,anifold. The condition (1.2.13) 
also imply 
(piO = 0 and r]0(/?=Q. (1.2.14) 
Now, suppose on M there is given a Riemannian metric tensor field g 
which satisfies 
r/(0f/, cl>V) ... g{V^ V) - viCnviV) (1.2.15) 
for any vector fields U,V on M. Then the structure (0, <^ , ri,g) is said to 
be an almost contact metric structure on M. In this case, it is easy to check 
that 
g{U,0 = rjiU) . (1.2.16) 
for any vector field U on M. 
An almost contact metric structure is called a contact metric structure 
if 
drj = ^ 
where $ is the fundamental 2-form defined by 
^U,V)=g{U,W). 
In this case for any vector field U on M, we have 
Vui = -(t>U -(t)hU (1.2.17) 
where h = ^L^cj), L^cp being the Lie derivative of (p with respect to i^ . The 
operator h satisfies 
g{hU,V)=g{U,hV), 0 o / i = - / i o 0 . (1.2.18) 
If the characteristic vector field ^ of the contact metric structure (0, (,, rj, g) 
is killing with respect to g, we refer to this structure as a K-contact structure. 
In this case, (1.2.17) becomes 
0t/ = - W e . (1.2.19) 
By a Sasaktan m^anifold, we mean a contact metric manifold which is 
normal i.e., 
S^ + 2dT]0^ = O (1.2.20) 
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where S^ is the Nijenhuis tensor of the tensor field 4>. Every Sasakiau mani-
fold is a K-contact manifold and the following equation holds in a Sasakran 
manifold, 
{Vu(l>)V = g{U,V)i-r^{V)U. (1.2.21) 
1.3 Submanifold Theory. 
If an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M admits an immersion 
f -.M ^ M 
into an m-dimensional differentiable manifold M, then M is said to be a 
submanifold of M. Naturally n < m. If M is a Riemannian manifold with 
a Riemannian metric g, then M also admits a Riemannian metric induced 
from M which is denoted by the same symbol g. The immersion / is said to 
be an isometric immersion if the differentiable map /* : TM •—> TM preserve 
the Riemannian metric, that is for U,V E T{M) 
oifMJ.V) = g{U,V). (1.3.1) 
When only local questions are involved, we shall identify T{M) with 
ftT{M) through the isomorphism / , . Hence, a tangent vector in T{M) tan-
gent to A/, shall mean tangent vector which is the image of an element 
in T{M) \mder / , . More generally, a C°°-cross section of the restriction of 
T{M) on M shall be called a vector field of M on M. Those tangent vectors 
of T{M), which are normal to T{M) form the normal bundle T^{M) of M. 
Hence for every point p e M, the tangent space Tf(^p){M) of M admits the 
following tlecomposition 
T;(,>(M) = T,(M)er ,-^(M). 
The Riemannian connection V of M induces canonically the connection 
V and V^ on TM and on the normal bundle T^{M) respectively governed 
by the Gauss and Weingarten formulae v.i.z. 
VuV ^VuV ^h{U,V) (1.3.2) 
SIvN = ANU + Vi,N (1.3.3) 
where U, V are tangent vector fields on M and A'' G T^{M). h and v4/v are 
second fundamental forms and are related by 
g{h{U,V),N) = g{A!,U,V). (1.3.4) 
Looking into the Gauss formula, we observe that, one can classify the sub-
manifolds, putting conditions on h as follows 
Definition (1.3.1) [10]. A submanifold for which the second fundamental 
form h is identically zero is called a totally geodesic submanifold. 
Definition (1.3.2)[10]. A submanifold is called totally umbilical if its sec-
ond fundamental form h satisfies 
h{U,V) = g{U,V)H (1.3.5) 
where H — ^(trace of K), is called the m,ean curvature vector. 
Definition (1.3.3) [10]. A submanifold is called minimal if the mean cur-
vature vector vanishes identically, i.e, H = 0. 
For the second fundamental form h, we define the covariant differentia-
tion V with respect to the connection in TM © T^M by 
{Vi,h){V,W) = ViMV,W)-h{VuV,W)-h{V,VvW) (1.3.6) 
for any vector field f/, V and W tangent to M. 
The equations of Gauss, Coddazi and Ricci are then given by 
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R{LL V; H/, Z) = R{U, F, W, Z) + g{h{U, Z), h(V, W)) 
-9{h{U,W),h{V,Z)), (1.3.7) 
iR{U, V)wf = {%h)iV, W) - iVvh)iU, W), (1.3.8) 
R{U,V,NuN2) = R^{U,V,NuN2)-g{[AN,,AN,]U,V), (1.3.9) 
where R((J, V; W, Z) = g{R{U, V)W, Z). 
In (1.3.8), {R{U, V)W) denotes the normal component of R. U, V, W and 
Z are vector fields tangent to M and Ni, A''2 are vector fields normal to M. 
Definition (1.3.4). A vector sub-bundle /^, of the normal bundle T^{M) is 
said to be parallel (in the normal bundle) if 
for any U G T{M) and any local cross section N in fj,. 
1.4 Some Special Submanifolds. 
On an almost Hermitian manifold M, 
g{JU,JV)^g{U,V) 
for all vector fields U, Von M. In other words, 
g{JU,U) = 0 
i.e., JU _L U for each vector field U on M. Hence for a submanifold M of M 
if f/ G Tp{M), JU may or may not belong to Tp{M). Thus the action of the 
almost complex structure J on the tangent vectors of the submanifold of the 
almost Hermitian manifold gives rise to its classification into invariant and 
anti-invariant submanifolds. These submanifolds, are defined as follows 
Definition (1.4.1) [34]. A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold 
M is said to be invariant (or holomorphic) if 
J{T,{M)) = T,{M) 
for all p e M. 
Definition (1.4.2) [42]. A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian mani-
fold M is said to be totally real (or anti-holomorphic) if 
J{T,{M)) C r / ( M ) 
for all p e ]\I. 
Remsu-k (1.4.1). Notice that M is a holomorphic submanifold of M if and 
only if for any non zero vector U tangent to M at any point p E M, the 
angle between JU and the tangent space TpM is equal to zero. Whereas M 
is totally real if and only if for any non zero tangent vector U tangent to M 
at any point p € M, the angle between JU and TpM is equal to 7r/2. 
In 1978, A. Bejancu ([1], [2]) considered a new class of submanifolds of 
an almost Hermitian manifold of which the above classes namely invariant 
and totally real submanifolds are particular cases and named this class of 
submanifolds as CR-submanifold that is, a CR-submanifold provides a single 
setting to study the invariant and anti-invariant submanifolds of an almost 
Hermitian manifold. 
Let M be an almost Hermitian manifold with an almost complex struc-
ture J and Hermitian metric g, and M, a Riemannian submanifold immersed 
in M. At each point p G M, let Dp be the maximal holomorphic; subspace of 
the tangent space Tp{M) i.e., 
bp = T^{M)f\JTp{M). 
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If the dimension of Dp is same for all p e M we get a holomorphic distri])u-
tion D on M. 
Definit ion (1.4.3) . A Riemannian snbmanifokl is said to be a CR-suhmanifnIil 
of an almost Hermitian manifold M if there exist on M a C°^-holomorphie 
distribution D such that its orthogonal complementary distril)ntion D-^ is 
totally real i.e., JD^ C Tjj-{M) for all pE M. 
Clearly every real hypersurface M of an almost Hermitian manifold is a 
CR-submanifold if dim(A'/) > 1. 
Remark (1 .4 .2) . We observe from the above definition that the dimension 
of D is always even and JD"*" is a sub-bundle of T-^{M), the normal binidle 
splits as, 
where /^ is the complement of JD-^ in T-^M and it is easy to verify that // is 
invariant imder J. 
Definit ion (1 .4 .4) . A CR-submanifold M is said to be proper if neither D 
nor D^ = 0. Obviously if D = 0, then M is totally real submamfold and if 
D^ = 0, then M is a holomorphic submanifold. 
N o t e . Throughout the dissertation M denotes a submanifold of the ambient 
space M, unless mentioned otherwise. 
Definit ion (1 .4 .5) . A CR-submanifold is called anti-holomorphic subman-
ifold if JD^ = T^M for all p e M. 
Definit ion (1 .4 .6) . A CR-submanifold M is called a CR-product if it is lo-
cally a Riemannian product of a holomorphic submanifold M^ and a totally 
real sul:)manifold A/^. 
From the above definition it follows that on a CR-product submanifold, 
the leaves of D and D^ are totally geodesic in M and vice-versa. 
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We know that the leaves of a distribution D on a manifold M AYV totally 
geodesic; in M if and only if V x ^ £ D for all X,Y ^  D. Thus in the settnig 
of CR-subnianifold of an almost Hermitian manifold, the leaves of D arc-
totally geodesic in M if and only if 
VxYeD (1.4.1) 
for all X,Y ^  D. Which is equivalent to the conditions 
VxWeD^ (1.4.2) 
for X G D and Z, VK G D-^. Similarly for the totally geodesicness of the 
leaves of D^, the conditions 
V Z V V ' G D - ^ , (1.4.3) 
VzX G D, (1.4.4) 
for X m D and Z, W in D^, are equivalent. 
From the definition (1.4.6), a CR-submanifold is a CR-product if and 
only if the leaves of D and D-*- are totally geodesic in M. Hence combin-
ing (1.4.1) and (1.4.4), we conclude that a CR,-subma,nifold of an almcwt 
Hermitian manifold is a CR-product if and only if 
^uX e D (1.4.5) 
for all U G M. Similarly, combining (1.4.2) and (1.4.3), it is concluded that 
a CR-submanifold is a CR-product if and only if 
V ( / Z G D ^ . (1.4.6) 
Conditions (1.4.5) and (1.4.6) are equivalent because 
(]{Vi,X, Z) = 0 ^ (){X, V „ Z ) = 0. 
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The generalization of Rieniannian products namely warped product, 
doubly and twisted product manifolds are defined as follows: 
Definition (1.4.7) [16}. Let {Mi,gi) and (M2,^2) be two Riemannian 
manifold with Riemannian metric g\ and 52 respectively and / a positive 
differentiable function on A/]. The warped product of Mi and A/2 is the 
Riemannian manidfold Af] Xj M2 = (A/] x A/2,5), where 
9 = 9i + f92-
More explicitly, if U is tangent to A/ = A/j Xj A/2 at {p,q), then 
^' = \\d'K,Uf + f{p)\\dir2Ur 
where 7rj(z = 1,2) are the canonical projections on My x A/2. 
Note In the above definition if / be a positive differentiable function on A/ 
i.e. Ml X A/2. Then the warped product is nothing but a twisted product of 
Ml and A/2. 
For any vector field U tangent to A/, we put 
JU = PU + FU, (1.4.7) 
where PU and FU are the tangential and normal components of JU respec-
tively. Then P is an endomorphism of the tangent bundle TM and F is a 
normal bundle valued one form on TM. It is easy to see that P and F are 
annihilators on D-^ and D lespectively. Similarly for any vector N normal 
to M, if we put 
JN = tN + fN (1.4.8) 
with tN and /TV as tangential and normal component oi JN respec;tively then 
/ can l)e treated as an endomorphism of the normal bundle T-^M and f, a 
tangent bundle valued 1-form on T-^M with kernel as JD'- and // respectively. 
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The covariaut difFerentiatioii of the operators P, F, f and /' are defined 
respectively as 
(V„P)y = \/i,PV-P\/uV (1.4.9) 
(V(/F)y = Vl.FV-FVuV (1.4.10) 
{Vi:t)N - VutN-tVlfN (1.4.11) 
{Vuf)N = VUN-fVljN (1.4.12). 
Definition (1.4.8) [15]. A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold 
M is said to be a generic subm,anifold if the maximal holomorphic subspace 
D, = T,(M) n JT,M, 
has a constant dimension for each x e M and it defines a differentiable 
distribution on M. 
In this case the tangent spac:e T^^M of M at each point .x G M is decompose 
as 
here D^ is the orthogonal complement of the holomorphic subspace Dx and 
is not necessarily totally real as was in the case of Ci? —submanifold. For this 
reason generic submanifold is a generalized version of CR-submanifold. The 
distril>ution D^ on a generic submanifold is known as purely real distrihutinn. 
Now, in view of the remark (1.4.1), we have a third important class of 
submanifold of An almost Hermitian manifold ( in particular of a Kaehler 
manifold ), called slant submanifolds. 
A slant submanifold is defined as a submanifold of M such that for 
any non zero vector U G T, (A/), the angle 9{U) between JU and the tangent 
space T.,.{M) is constant ( which is independent of the choice of the point x G 
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M and the choice of the tangent vector U G Tx{M) ) . It is obvious to reahzo 
that holomorphic and totally real submanifolds are special classes of slant 
submanifolds. A slant submanifold is called proper if it is neither holomorphic 
submanifold nor totally real submanifold.For a slant submanifold, we have 
g{PX,PY)=^cos'dg{X,Y) (1.4.13) 
g{FX, FY) = sm%{X, Y) (1.4.14) 
for X. Y tangent to M. A natural generalization of CR-submanifolds in terms 
of slant distribution was given by N. Papaghuic [ ]. These submanifolds are 
known as semi-slant submanifold. He defined these submanifolds as 
Definition (1.4.9). A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold is 
called a semi-slant submanifold if it is endowed with two orthogonal comple-
mentary distributions D and D^ such that D is holomorphic and D^ is slant 
i.e., the angle 9{X) between JX and D° is constant for each X G D°. 
Hence, CR-submanifolds and slant submanifolds are semi-slant subman-
ifolds with f) = 7r/2 and D = {0} respectively. 
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CHAPTER II 
CR-PRODUCT SUBMANIFOLDS OF 
ALMOST HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS 
2.1 Introduction. 
CR-snbnianifolds liavo been extensively studied by A. Bejancu, B.Y. 
Chen, D.E. Blair, M. Sato, K. Sekigawa and others [1], [2], [7], [11], [12], 
[38]. One of the interesting class of CR-submanifolds is the class of CR-
product subrnanifolds . A CR-submanifold is called a CR-product if it is 
locally a Remannian product of the leaves of the distributions D and D-^. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present results concerning the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the CR-submanifolds to become CR-product 
subrnanifolds when the ambient manifold is almost Hermitian. 
Let M be a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermitian manifold (A/, J, g) 
with holomorphic and totally real distributions D and D^ respectively.We 
shall denote by U, V as vectors tangential to A/, X,Y as vectors in the 
holomorphic distribution D and Z, W in the totally real distribution D-^. 
For any vector feild U tangent to M, we put 
JU = PU + FU, (2.1.1) 
where PU and FU are the tangential and normal components of JU respec-
tively. Hence P is an endomorphism of the tangent bundle TM and F is a 
normal valued 1-form on TM. We shall denote l)y B and C the projection 
morphism of TM onto D and D-^ respectively. 
Frobenius theorem guarentees the exsistence of leaves of_D and D^ if 
the distrilnitions are integrable. A. Bejancu [4] obtained the following inte-
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grability conditions for the distributions D and D^ on a CR-subnianifold ol' 
an almost Hermitian manifold A4. 
The Nijenhuis tensors of a(l-l) tensor A is given by 
SA{X, Y) = A[X, AY]+A[AX, Y]-A^[X, Y]-[AX, AY]. (2.1.2) 
Then by usmg (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), we obtain 
S{X,Y) - C{[X,Y])+F{[AX,Y] + [X,AY])-Sp{X,Y), (2.1.3) 
for any X, Y m D. 
2.2 CR-product Submanifolds of an Almost Hermitian Manifolds. 
We shall first give the conditions for the integrabiUty of the distributions 
proved by A. Bejancu [4], K.A. Khan, V.A. Khan and S.I Husain [26]. From 
the above equations we have: 
Proposition 2.2.1 [4]. Let M be a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermitian 
manifold M. Then the distribution D is integrable if and only if 
[S{X,Y)f = -S,{X,Y), (2.2.1) 
for any X, Y in Z),where T denotes the tangential part. 
Taking the normal part in (2.1.3) we obtain 
[Six, Y)]^ = -F{[PX, Y] + [X, PY]), (2.2.2) 
for any A', Y in D. 
Proposition 2.2.2 [4]. Let M be a CR-submanifold of an almost Hermitian 
manifold M.Then the distribution D is integrable if and only if 
[5( .Y, r ) f = 0, • (2.2.3) 
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C5p(X,y) = 0, (2.2.4) 
for any X, Y m D. 
Proof. Suppose D is integrable. Then (2.2.3) follows from (2.2.2). It is easy 
to observe that 
PX = JBX which implies P^ =-B. 
Using (2.1.1), we obtain 
S.,iX,Y) = P[X,PY] + P[PX,Y] + B{[X,Y] - [PX,PY], 
for any X, Y in D. Since D is integrable, we have 
Sp{X,Y)eD, 
which is equivalent to (2.2.4). 
Conversely, suppose (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) are satisfied. Then from (2.2.2) 
and (2.2.3) we have 
c([jx,y] + [x,jy]) = o, 
which implies that C([X, Y]-[JX, JY]) = 0. 
Hence, C{SiX, Yf) = 0. 
On the other hand, from (2.1.3) we obtain 
CiS(X, Yf) = C([X, Y]) - CiS,{X, Y)). 
Thus by (2.2.4) we ohta\nC([X,Y]) = 0, 
that is, D is integrable, which proves the theorem completely. 
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Now, if we take Z, W in D-^ then we get 
Sp{Z,W) = B{{Z,W]). (2.2.5) 
Thus for integrability of the totally real distribution D^ we have 
Proposition 2.2.3 [4]. Let M be a CR-subnianifold of an almost Hernii-
tian manifold A4. Then the distribution D-^ is integrable if and only if tht> 
Nijenhuis tensor of P vanishes identically on D-^. 
K.A. Khan, V.A. Khan and S.I. Husain [26] considered the tensors V and 
Q to obtain integrability conditions of the canonical distributions D and D-^ 
on a CR-submanifold of an almost Harmitian manifold. They also studied 
the geometric properties of the leaves of the distributions using these tensors. 
In the following paragraphs, we introdiice P and Q and establish some 
of their important properties for the later use. 
Let A/ be an almost Hermitian jnanifold and M be a CR-submanifokl 
of M. Then for t/, V in TM, we have 
{VvJ)V = VuJV - JVuV. 
Maknig use of (L3.2) and (1.4.10), the above equation takes the form 
(V(/J)y = {VuP)V-ApvU~th{U, V)+{VuF)V+h{U, PV)-fh{U, V). 
Denoting the ta.ngential and normal parts of (Vf/.7)y) in the above equation 
by Pi-V and QiiV respcx'tively, we can write 
PaV = iVijP)V - ApvU - th[l), V), (2.2.6) 
QvV = {VvF)V + h{b\ PV) ~ fh{U, V). (2.2.7) 
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Similarly, tor NeTM^ denoting by VuN and QijN respectively the tangcni-
tial and noinuil piwtir, of (Vr-/)- we find that 
Vi;N = {Vut)N + PANU - AfNU, (2.2.8) 
QuN = (Vt//)iV + hitN, U) + fAj,U. 
The following i:)roperties of Pand Q can b(^  verified through straight forward 
computations. 
pi. (i) Vi:^vW = VijW + PyW; (ii) Qu+yW = QuW + QvW, 
p2. (i) ViiV + VV) = VuV + VuW; (ii) Qu{V + VV) = Q,V + Q,jW, 
p3. fjiVvV,W) = -g{V,VuW), 
p4. fi{QuV,N) = ~g{V,VuN), 
p5. Pi;JV + QuJV=^~J{VuV + QuV), 
for all U, V and W in TA/ and AT in TM^. 
Proposition 2.2.4 [26]. Let M he a CR-submanifold of an almost Hernii-
tian manifold M. Then the distribution D is integrable if and only if 
QxY - QYX = h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y), (2.2.9) 
for each X, Y in D. 
Proof. For .\' e T/\/-L we have 
p(V.v J r - VyJX, N) = 9{h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y), N), 
or, cj{J{VxY-VYX) + QxY-QyX,N) = g{h{X, JY)-h{JX,Y), N). 
or, g(F\X, Y], N) (j{h{X, JY) - h{Y, JX) h QyX ^ QxY, N). 
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It follows from the al)OV(! equality that the distribution D is integral)le if and 
only if 
fjih{X, JY) - h{.JX, Y) + QyX - QxY, N) = 0, 
for each X, V G D and Ne TM^. This proves the assertion. 
For the integrability of the totally real distribution, we liave. 
Proposition 2.2.5 [26]. Let M be a CR-vSubnianifold of an almost Hernu-
tian manifold M. Then the distribution D-^ is integrable if and only if 
PzW - VwZ = AjzW - AjwZ, (2.2.10) 
for each Z. \V in D^. 
Proof. For UETM, we may write 
g{J[Z, Wi U) = g{JVzW - JWwZ. U) 
= CJC^ZJW-VWJZ-VZW+VWZ, U). 
This shows that D^ is integrable if only if 
VzW - VwZ = AjzW - AjwZ. 
This completes the proof. 
It ma>' be seen through direct calculation that 
g{QxY - QyX -V h{.JX, Y) - h{X, JY), 0 = 0, 
for all X, Y €D and ( in //., and 
g{VzW ~ VwZ + AjwZ - A.,zW, Z') = 0, 
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for ail W, Z and Z' in D'^. Hence it follows that the condition (2.2.!)) i.s 
satisfied if and only if 
giQxY - QyX + h{JX, Y) - h{X, JY), JZ) = 0. (2.2.11) 
and tlie condition (2.2.10) is satisfied if and only if 
g{{VzW - VwZ + AjwZ - AjzW.X) - 0. (2.2.12) 
Now wlien D a,nd D^ a.re integrable, the existence of the leaves is gnar-
enteed by Frol)enins theorem. Regarding tlu^se leaves of the distril)ution. we 
establish: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2.6 [26]. The leaves of the holoniorphic distribution D on 
a CR-submanifold of an almost Herniition manifold M a.re totally geodesic 
in M if and only if either of tfie following equivalent conditions hold. 
(i). VxY +th{X,Y)eD, 
(li). VxZ + AjzXeD^, 
(iii). QxY ~h{X,JY)Eii, 
for each A', Y in D and Z in D^. 
Proof. The {)roof of the hrst part follows directly from (2.2.6) whereas part 
(i) and (ii) a.re ecjuivaleut in view of i)roperty {pi). Vox j)a.rt (iii) we observe 
that 
g{VxY + th{X.Y),Z) = Q. 
As QxY eTHi and (i{tJi{X,Y), Z) = (]{Jh{X,Y), Z) , the above .^lation 
may be wiitten as; 
g{VxY + QxY hJh{X,Y),Z) = (), 
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or, g{.l{VxY + QxY - h{X, 7 ) , JZ) = 0. 
Now tciking account of the fact that VxY e TM and using the property 
(p5), the above equation gives 
Replacing Y by J F , we obtain 
g{QxY-h{X,JY),.]Z) = {\ 
i.e, QxY - hiX.JY) e II. 
This shows that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Hence the Proposition is prov(>d 
completely. 
Regai'ding the leav<>s of D~ , we ha\-e 
Propos i t ion 2.2.7 [26]. The leaves of the totally real distribution D-'-, on a 
CR-submanifold M of an almost Hermition manifold M are totally geodesic 
in M if and only if any of the following equivalent conditions hold 
(i). VzX + AjzW e D^, 
(ii). PzX + th{X,Z)eD, 
(iii). QwX'h{W,JX)e,t. 
for all X, Y in D and Z in D^. 
Proof. By the argument sunilar to the previous Proposition (i) follows from 
(2.2.0) and ])art (ii) and (iii) nrc (Yiui\-alent to (i) in view of property {p?>) 
and (/;4) of tensctr V and Q. 
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Ro^calling, that a CR-siihinaiiifold with leaves of both the distribution D 
and D' Ijcing totally ^eodc^sic in M, the following can be easily (established 
by making use of the Proposition 2.2.6 and 2.2.7 and the properties of V and 
Q. 
Theorem 2.2.1 [26]. For a C'R-sul>nianifo]d of an almost Hermition mani-
fold A/, the following are equivalent, 
(i) M is a. CR-prodnct, 
(ii) Vi-X \ Ui{U,X)eD. 
(iii) Vi Z -\ AjzU e D\ 
(iv) QrX -h[U,JX)eii, 
for (>ach X in D, Z in D^ and U in TM. 
Now we shall give results regarding integrability and totally geodesicness of 
the distrilnitions D and D-^ when the ambient manifold is Kaheler i.e. when 
(Vf.'J) - 0 for all U in TM. 
2.3 CR-product Submanifolds of Kaehler Manifolds. 
The integrability conditions of D and D-^ in case of M is Kaehler wer(^  
obtained by A. Bejancu [4], B.Y.Chen and D.E. Blair [7]. For the integrability 
of the distribution D we have 
Lemma 2.3.1 [11]. Let M l)e a CJR-subnianifold of a Kaehler manifold M. 
Then the holomorphic distribution D is integrable if and only if 
r/(/KX../y),,7Z) = r / ( / , ( .7X,y) ,JZ) , (2.3.1) 
for any .V, Y in D and Z in D^ . 
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Proof. For » Kaelilei manifold M, we have V J ~ 0. If i\/ is a CR-
siibinaiiifold in M. Gauss .UKI Woingarten's formula imply 
JV[/Z + Jh{U, Z) = -AjzU + VJ-jJZ, 
for U in 7\1/ and Z in D^. Taking the innerproduct with JY in both sides 
of above e(|iiatioii we get, 
g{JVuZ,JY)^g{A.jzU,JY)., 
now using the relation Vjetween shape operator A and second fundamental 
form /(, we 
get ,g(JV,;Z, JY) - -g{h{U, JY), JZ), 
for U in TM, Y in D and Z in £>-*-. The above equation can be written as 
g{Z.V,,Y) = gih{U.JY),JZ), 
from this we have for ;ill X, Y in D and Z in D^ 
g{Z, {X, Y]) = gih{X, JY) - h{JX, Y), JZ). 
It follows from the ecjuality that the distribution D is integrable if and only 
if 
g{h{X,JY),JZ)^g{h{JX,Y),JZ), 
for each X, Y in D and Z in D-'-. This prove the assertion. 
Recalling that the leaves of an integrable distribution H (say) on a mfiii-
ifold M art^  totally geodesic if and only if V,;V'e// for all U, V in H. 
Now we prove the condition of the totally geodesicness of the leaves of 
D 
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Lemma 2.3.2 [11]. The leaves of the holoinorphic distributioi) D oii a. CR-
submanifdold M of a. Kaeliler nianifokl M are totally geodesic in M if and 
only if 
<j{h{D,D),.JD^)^={}. (2.3.2) 
Proof. For A', Y in D, Z in D^, 
g{VxY,Z) = g{VxY,Z) 
= g{VxJY,JZ) 
Therefoie, 
fl{VxY,Z) = h{X,JY),JZ). (2.3.3) 
If (2.3.2) is satisfied then by the lemma 2.3.1 D is integrable. Further 
from the (2.3.3) its leaves are totally geodesic in M. 
Coversely if D integrable, then in view of (2.3.3) and (2.3.2) holds. 
For the integrability of the distribution D^, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.3.3 [11]. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a Kahler manifold M. 
Then 
g{Vc^Z,X)^g{JAjzU,X), (2.3.4) 
AjzW = AjwZ, (2.3.5) 
for all A' iu D, Z, VV in D^. 
Proof. Let M be a Kaehler manifold. Then we have V./ = 0. If M is a 
CR-submanifold of A/, then by using Gaiiss and Weingarten formula we have 
JVrZ + Jh{U, Z) = -AjzU + VfjJZ. 
Taking tlu> inuerjjrodnct with JX 
g{JVuZ,.IX) = g{-AjzU,JX)^ 
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(/iVuZ,X) = g{JA.,zU,X). 
F'or f'ciuation (2.3.5), we ha.ve 
r/(A,;;,W,U) -- .9(h(U,W),]Z) 
= -ry(Jh(U,W),Z) 
=-- -.7(J(V;/M/ - V;/M/),Z) 
- -g{,W,rW - JVirW, Z) 
= -f/(V,/.7H'-,Z)+g(.7V,/W,Z) 
= -gi-AjwU, Z) - g{VijJW, Z) - g{Vv\\\ JZ i 
The last two terms in the right hand side vanishes as the corresponding vector 
helds are jxnpendicular. Thns we get 
g{AjzW,U) = g{AjwZ,U), 
for all U e TM. This verifies equation (2.3.5). 
Lemma(2.3.4) [11]. Let A/ \w a CR-submanifold of a Kaehler manifold 
M. Then foi' any Z, W G D^ we have 
Viy.JZ-\/jJW eJD^. (2.3.(i) 
Proof. For Z 6 D-^ and ^ € ^ z., by Weingarten fornmla, we have 
which hnplies g{Vy,Ji,W) ^^ g{-A,,^Z,W). 
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- -fliC^zJW) 
Thus we obtain 
git Vi'JZ - ViJW) = g{Aj^Z. W) - g[Aj^W, Z) = 0. 
Since this is true for all Z, W e D and ^ e /i, where // denotes the invariant 
part of the normal bundle, equation (2.3.6) holds. 
Now, for ZAV e D^, consider [Z, VV] 
,/|,/AVl - , / ( V z V r - V H - Z ) 
- ./{VzW - Vu-Z) 
- VzJW - VwJZ 
= - A.nyZ + \/^JW + AjzW - V ^ J Z 
= (A;zH' - Aj^^-Z) + (V^JM'' - Vn-./Z). 
The first bracket in the right hand side of the above eciuation is zero by virtue 
of (2.3.5) whereas the vector field in the second bracket on the right hand 
side of th(^  obove ecjuation b( l^ongs to JD^ in vi(nv of the lennna 2.3.4. Thus, 
we ha.v(> 
or. \Z,VV}eD^, 
for all ZAV e D\ This proves 
Lemma 2.3.5 [11]. The totally real distribution D^ of any CR-subinanifold 
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in a Kaehler manifold is int(?gra.ble. 
For the totally geodesicness of leaves of D^ we have 
Lemma 2.3.6 [11]. For a CR-submanifold M in a Kaehler manifold leaves 
of D^ are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
<;(/i(D,D^),JD-^) = 0. 
Proof. If the leaves of D^ are totally geodesic in M thus by definition 
for all Z, W e D^ 
giVzW,X) = 0, 
for all X e D and Z,W e D^ 
g{W, VzX) =9{VzX, W) =g{VzJX, JW) =g{h{JX, Z\ JW) - 0, 
Thus making use of Lemma 2.3.2 and 2.3.6 it follows that a CR-submanifold 
of a Kaehler manifold is a CR.-product if and only if 
Ajo.D^^. (2.3:7) 
In terms of endomorphism P the condition for CR-product subnianifolds 
is as follows: 
Theorem 2.3.1 [11]. A CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold A7 is a 
CR-product if and only if P is parallel i.e., 
Proof. As A7 is Kaehler, 
V(;J\/ = ./V,V', 
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for any vectors U, V tangent to M. On using (2.1.1) and Gauss formula, tlie 
above equation becomes, 
Vu{PU + FU) = ./(V,/l/ + h{U, 1/)), 
whicli on applying Gauss and Weingarten formula again gives 
VuPV + h{U, PV) - ApvU + DyFV 
= PVvV-vFVv^-th{U,V) +fh{Uy). 
Now compairing tangential parts in both sides of the above equation and 
using 
{VvP)V = VuPV -PVvV, 
we get 
{^^,P)V --^ th{U,V) ^ ApvU. 
If P is paiallel then from the above ec[uation 
th{U,V) = -AfvU, 
for any vectors U, V tangent to M. In particular if X in D then FX = 0. 
Hence above eciuation implies 
thiU,X) = 0, 
i.e., AjzX = 0, 
for any Z in D^ and X in D. Thus by Lenuna 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 D is integrablc 
and its leaves are totally geodesic in AJ Simihuly on using Lemma 2.5.() le i^ves 
of D^ iiiv totally geodesic in AL Thus M is a CR-jnoduct. 
Conversely, if M is a. CR-product, then 
g{\7xY, Z) = 0 and //(V^VK, Y) = 0, 
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for all X,Y In D and Z, W in D^ 
V A V G D and V;^y G D, 
i.e., V(,y G D, 
for all U in TM, K in D. On using the fact that M is a CR-product and 
Gauss formula we obtain 
Jh{U,V) = h{U,.JV). 
Therefore from the equation 
iVuP)V = th{U,Y) + ApyU, 
we get (V,;P)y = 0. 
Similarly, as V(/Z G D^, for any Z in D-*- and f/ tangent to M, it is easy to 
see that 
VifZ = 0. 
Thus if M is a CR-product, then 
Vf-P = 0. 
This proves the theorem completely. 
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CHAPTER III 
CR-PRODUCTS SUBMANIFOLDS OF 
NEARLY KAEHLER AND ALMOST 
KAEHLER MANIFOLDS 
3.1 Introduct ion. 
In the previous chapter we have given the results concerning the neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for the CR-submanifolds to become CR-prochict 
submanifolds when the ambient manifold is almost Hermition and in partic-
ular Kaehler manifold. 
A nearly Kaehler and almost Kaehler structures on an almost Hermition 
manifold are given by {VxJ)X = 0 and (VxJ)X + {VjxJ)JX = 0 re-
spectively. Obviously these are weaker conditions than Kaehler condition of 
( V A ' J ) = 0 for all X in TM. In this c:ha.pter we shall discuss and prove the 
results concerning CR-product submanifolds when the ambient manifold is 
nearly Kaehler and almost Kaehler. 
A. Bejancu, Gray , Sekiga.wa, K.A.Khan et al. have extensively studied CR-
submanifolds of these manifolds( [23],[27], etc). 
3.2 CR-product Submanifolds of Nearly Kaehler Manifolds. 
Nearly Kaehler manifolds are an important and very interesting class of 
almost Hermition manifolds. An exciting example is that of S^', which is a 
nearly Kaehler manifold and admits no proper CR.-propduct submanifolds 
[37] First wo shall prove the integrahility conditions for the distributions D 
and D^ on a C!R-sul)ma,niiold of a nearly Kaehler manifold given by Sato 
[38] and Urbano [40]. 
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Let A/ bo a CR-suhinaiiifV)l(l of a nearly Kaehler maiiifold M. Then, by 
using tlio fornmlas of G;iii,s,s, VVeingaiten and (1.2.10) we obtain 
[,7x,y] + \x^jY] ^ \.]{S{x,Y) - J(|x,y]) 
+V,/x>^VjyX+/),(JX, Y)-h{X, K), 
(3.2.1) 
for any X, Y in D, where V is the induced Reimannian connection on M 
and /), denotes the second fundamental form of the immersion of M into M. 
Taking into account that V is a torsion free connection, from (3.2.1) we get 
h{X, JY) - hiJX, Y) = \j{SiX, Y)) + ,/([X, yi) 
+ V v J X - V A ' . / y (3.2.2) 
for any A'. Y in D. 
Propos i t ion 3.2.1 [38]. Let M be a CR-submanifoId of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M. Then the distribution D is integrable if and only if the following 
conditions are satisfied 
/ / . ( A ' , j y ) - h{.JX,Y), (3.2.3) 
S{X,Y)eD, (3.2.4) 
for any A , y in D. 
Proof. Suppose D is integr;iliU\ then by (3.2.1) 
/ , (A , . / y ) - //.(,/A,y) = ^^J{S{X,Y)). (3.2.5) 
Using (2.2.1), (2.2.3), and (2.2.4) and the above equation, we get (3.2.3). 
Also, from (2.2.1), (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) it follows that (3.2.4) holds. 
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Conv(>rs('ly, sujjpose (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) are satisfied, then by using (3.2.2) 
we ()l)ta.in 
.J{[X,Y]) = VxJY - VyJX - ^J(5(X,y)). (3.2.G) 
We note that for each Z in D-^ there exist V in TM~^ such that Z = JV 
then using (3.2.4) and (3.2.6) we oh)tain 
<y([.Y,yi,./V):-. - ry( . / [X.y] ,VO--=0. 
Hence [X,Y]eD for each A', Y in D, that is, D is integrable . 
It is easy to see that Nijenhuis tensor S for the nearly Kaehler manifold 
M takes the followuig form 
S{X,Y) = -AJ{VYJ)X. (3.2.7) 
Using (3.2.7) and the Proposition 3.2.1 gives the condition of integrability of 
the distribution D as follows: 
Propos i t ion 3.2.2 [40]. Let M be a CR.-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M. Then the distri})ution D integrable if and only if 
(VxJ)V' G D, 
and h{X,,]Y)^h{JX,Y), 
for any X. Y in D. 
Also, from Proposition 3.2.2 and (3.2.7), we obtain 
Corollary 3.2.1 . Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold 
M. Then the distriV)ution D is integrable if and only if 
J{X..IY) -~h{.IX.Y) and 5(A', Z )^ G D"^, 
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for any X in D and Z in D^. 
From (3.2.2) it follows that 
fj{h{X^JY) - h{Y,.JX).0 = f/(5(X,y),.70 = 0, (3.2.8) 
for any X, Y in D and <^  in //,. Thus from equation (3.2.8), we have 
Proposition 3.2.3 . The condition (3.2.3) is satisfied if and only if 
g{h{X, JY) - h{Y, JX), JZ) = 0, 
for any X, Y in D and Z in D^. 
Now in the following we will be concerned with the integrability of D^ 
on a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold. 
Proposition 3.2.4 [40]. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M. Then the distribution D-^ is integrable if and only if 
.9((V2,/)VKX) = (), (3.2.9) 
for any Z, W in D^ and X ixxD. 
Proof. For all X, Z, W in M, we have 
3f/fi(Z, \\\ X) = g{{Vz)\V, X) + g{{Vw)X, Z) + g{{Vx)W, Z). 
Using (1.2.10), we get 
3f«^(Z, W, X) = g{{Vz)W, X), (3.2.10) 
for any Z, \V in D^ and X in D. On the other hand, by direct computation 
we get 
3f/n(Z, M-, X) = f/([Z, IT'l, JX). (3.2.11) 
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Thus froiii (3.2.10) and (3.2.11), we obtain (3.2.9) and the Proposition is 
proved. 
Taking aceovmt of (1.2.10), the Gauss formula and from Proposotion 
3,2.4 we oi)tain: 
Corollary 3.2.2 [38]. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M. The distribution D^ is integrable if and only if 
<l{h{Z,X),JW) = g{h{\'\'\X),.JZ), 
for any Z, W in D^ and X in D. 
From the above we can also see that: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2.5 . Let M be a CR-submauifold of a nearly Kaehler man-
ifold M. If D-^ is integrable then the leaves of D-^ are totally geodesic in M 
if and only if 
gihiZ,X),JW) = 0, 
for any Z, W in D^ and X in D. 
Now l)y using (3.2.7) and Proposition 3.2.4 we obtain: 
Corollary 3 .2.3 . Let M he a CR-sul)manifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold 
M. Then D^ is integrable if and only if 
[S{x^z)feD, 
for any X ni D and Z in D-^. 
Combining the ahove results, we get: 
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Proposition 3.2.6 . Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler man-
ifold M. Then both the distributions D and D^ are integrable if and only 
if 
h{X, JY) = h{JX, r ) , and S{X, Zf = 0, 
for any X in D and Z in D"*-. 
Now we shall obtain the conditions for integrability of these distributions 
on a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold in term of the tensors V 
and Q. 
In view of the relation, 
iWaJ)V = VaV + QuV, 
The nearly Kaehler condition yields 
VuV = -VvU, 
QuV = -QvU, 
for all vector fields U, V tangent to M and therefore by Proposition 2.2.4 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the holomorphic distribution D 
on a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold, to be integrable can be 
written as: 
2QxY = h{X, JY) - h{JX, Y), (3.2.12) 
for all X, Y in D. Furthermore equation (3.2.7) and property (p5) give 
S{X,Yy =4QxJY. (3.2.13) 
In view of (2.1.2) and (3.2.13 ) the left hand side of the above equation 
becomes 
Fi[PX,Y] + [X,PY]). 
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Hence, froin (3.2.12) and (3.2.13), it, follows that the holonioipliic (li,stril)\ition 
D on a C^R-snbmanifold of a nearly Kaehler manifold M is integrahle if and 
only if 
QxY = Q, (3.2.14) 
and 
h{X\JY) = h{JX,Y). (3.2.15) 
For the integrability of D^, by (2.2.12) and (1.2.10), it can be seen that D^ 
is integrable if and only if , for all Z, W in D^ and X in D, 
2g{VzW,X) = g{AjzW,X) - g{AjwZ,X), 
/.r., 2g{{WzJ)W,X) = g{AjzW,X) ~ g{AjwZ,X). 
Now, as in nearly Kaehler manifolds 
dn{U,V,W) = 3g{{VvJ)V,W), 
the above equation yields 
~^dn{Z, W, X) = g{AjzW, X) - g{AjwZ, X). 
Further as 
we get 
h){[Z, W], X) = g{AjzW, X) - g{AjwZ, X). 
Hence, we conclude that the totally real distribution Z)-*- on a CR-submanifokl 
is integrable if and only if 
g{VzW,X) = 0, (3.2,16) 
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or, g{AjzW,X)=g{AjwZ,X), (3.2.17) 
for all Z, W in D^ and X in D. 
These integrability conditions lead to the following chara.cterization: 
T h e o r e m 3.2.1 [26]. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M and suppose both the distributions D and D^ are integrable 
then M is a CR-product if and only if 
Proof. Making use of (3.2.14) and (3.2.15) and Proposition 2.2.6, it follows 
that the leaves of the holomorphic distributio2i are totally geodesic m M if 
and only if 
h{X,Y)e^, (3.2.18) 
for all X.Y mD. 
Similarly it follows from (3.2.16) (3.2.17) and Proposition 2.2.7 that leaves 
of D-^ are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
h{X,Z)e^, (3.2.19) 
for all X in D and Z in D^. 
The assertion follows immediately on combining (3.2.18) and (3.2.19). 
Remark. It may be noted that this condition is same as the condition ob-
tained by B.Y.Chen [11] for the characterization of CR-product in a Kaehler 
manifold. 
Now w(^  shall find the c:onditions for the CR-product submanifolds in an 
almost Kaehler manifold. 
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3.3 CR-product Submanifolds of Almost Kaehler Manifolds. 
Throughout this section we shall denote by A/ an almost Kaeliler inan-
ifold ecjuipped with an almost complex structure ,7 and Herniition metric 
g. An almost Kaehler manifold is an almost Hermition manifold with fun-
danreutal 2-form il such that dil = 0 i.e., Q is closed. Hence on A/ , w(> 
have 
n{U,V) = 9{JU,V). 
Let M he submanifold of M, we shall denote by ^M, a restriction of the 
fundamental 2-form on A/, then the ker{O.M) is the set of all vector fields 
X in TAL such that n{X,Y) = 0 for each Y in TM. Now if kf'.r{ilM) has 
constant rank over M, then it defines a distribution D^ which is totally real 
with respect to the almost complex structure J. 
The integrability of the totally real distribution D-^ in this case follows im-
mediately from the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.1 [30]. If (p is a p-form on a difTerentiable manifold M such 
that 4> = (pn a where a is a Pfaffian form then the distribution generated b\-
the set of all sections of ker(0) is completely integrable. 
We begin this section by a proposition unfolding the relations between 
Nijenhiiis tensor S{X,Y) and the vectors VuV and QiiV when A/ is taken 
to be a CR.-submanifold of an almost Kaehler manifold. 
Proposition 3.3.1 . Let M be CR-submanifold of M. Then for any U, V 
and W in TM and in TM^. 
2(i{VuV, W) = g{U, JS{V, W)) 
and 2g{QuV, W) = g{U, JSiV, N)). 
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Proof. Using the fact that. dQ — 0 on an almost Kaehler manifold and 
Pf/V and QijV are tangential normal parts of (V;/J)V, respectively, an easy 
calculation using the following formula of Gray [25] 
2^ (( V(/i)K VK) = dn[v, V, w)-dn{u, JV, jw)-dQ{u, s{v, J 
and (1.2.7), immediately yields the required relations. 
By applying the above relation, the integrability conditions for the holo-
morphic distribution on a CR-submanifold turned out to be as follows: 
Proposition 3.3.2 . The holomorphic distribution D on a CR-submanifold 
M of an almost Kaehler manifold M is integrable if and only if 
g{2AjzY - JS{Y, Z), JX) = g{2AjzX - JS{X, Z\ JY\ 
for each A', Y in D and Z in D^. 
Proposition 3.3.3 . The leaves of the holomorphic distribution D on a 
CR-submanifold of M are totally geodesic in M if and only if 
r / (2 .4 ,zy- . /5 (y ,Z) ,X) -0 . 
for all Xy in D and Z \xi D^. 
Proof. Applying condition (i) of Proposition 2.2.6, we get 
(j{VxY ^th{X,Y).Z^^() 
or, y[VxY.Z)-g{Aj2Y.X) = ^. 
Making use of Proposition 3.3.1, it is seen that 
r / (2A/z>^- . /5 (y ,Z) ,X)=0 , 
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This proves the Theorem completely. 
Similarly, for the totally geodesicness of the leaves of D-^ in M we have: 
Proposition 3.3.4 . The leaves of the totally real distribution D-^ on a 
CR-submanifold M of an almost Kaehler manifold M are totally geodesic in 
M if and only if 
g{2A.;zy '- JS{Y,Z),W) = 0 
for each V in D and Z, W in D^. 
Proof. Making use of Proposition 2.2.7 (i) and the Proposition 3.3.1 the 
proof follows on the same line as that of the above proposition. 
From the above two propositions we can say that: 
Theorem 3.3.2 . Let M be CR-submanifold of an almost Kaehler manifold 
M. Then M is a CR-product if and only if 
2Ajo.D = [JS{D,D^)]. 
Remark. If the manifold M is Kaehler, the Nijenthnis tensor is identically 
zero, therefore in this case M is a CR-product if and only if A jpx D ~ 0, 
which is precisely the condition obtained by B. Y. Chen [11] as a character-
ization for CR-products in a Kaehler manifold. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CR-WARPED AND TWISTED PRODUCTS 
IN KAEHLER MANIFOLDS 
4.1 Introduction. 
Bishop and O'Neill in 1969 introduced a class of manifolds, namely 
warped-product manifolds [8]. These are product of Riemannian manifolds 
with metric defined using a function f on one of the manifold. B.Y.Chen 
in [16] introduced the notion of CR-warped product submanifold as CR-
submanifokls which are warped products of holomorphic and totally real 
submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold M. A lot of research is being done on 
these submanifolds and many results concerning these submanifolds are ob-
tained recently. 
Our aim in this chapter is to collect relevent results and also study a more 
general class viz. twisted product CR-submanifolds of M. 
Recalling from Definition (1.4.7) that if M-i and M^ are Riemannian 
manifolds and / > 0 be a smooth function on Mi, the warped product, 
M = Ml X f M2 is defined as the product manifold Mi x il/2 with metric 
tensor 
g = Tr*{gi) +if oirf a^g,), 
where TT and a are projections of A/i x A/2 onto A/j and A/2 respectively and 
<7i and ^2 are metrices on A/i and A/2 respectively. A/i is called the base ol 
M = Ml Xj M2, and A/2 the fiber. We shall express the geometry in terms 
of warping function and the geometrices of A/] and M2. In the case of a 
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semi-Rieinannian product it is easy to see that the fibers p x M2 = 7r^^(p) 
and the leaves Mi x q = a''^{q) are semi-Riemannian submanifolds of M. 
Example(4.1.1): A surface of revokition is a warped product with leaves 
as the different positions of the rotated curve and fibers the circles of revo-
hition. Explicitly, if A/ is obtained by revolving a plane ciuve C about an 
axis in /?"' and / : C —> R'^, gives distance to the a,xis, then the surface 
M = C Xy 5^(1) is a warped product manifold. 
I J 
— .|] 
Example(4.1.2): In spherical coorcUnates the line element of i?^-{0} is 
Setting 7-^1 gives the line element of the unit sphere 5^. Evidently /?•'-{()} 
is diffeomorphic to R^ x S'^ under the natural map (i,p) <-> tp. Thus the 
formula for ds"^ shows that R^-{0} can be identified with the warped product 
R^ x,. 5^. In /?'^-{0} the leaves are the rays from the origin and the fibers 
are the splieres S'^{r), r>(). 
In general, /?'*-{0} is naturally isometric to /?+ x,. 5". 
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4.2 Warped Product CR-submanifolds of Kaehler Manifolds. 
The product submanifolds of the form M = .Vx Xf NT OT NT X/N^ in a 
Kaehler inauifold Af, where A'x is totally real submanifold and NT is a holo-
morphic: submanifold of M are known as warped product CR-submanifolds. 
First we shall consider the warped product submanifolds of the form M = 
N_i Xj NT of a Kaehler manifold M. Following theorem [16] implies that in 
such a case the warped product submanifolds are nothing but CR-product 
submanifolds. To prove this we need the following: 
Lemma 4.2.1 [8]. On a warped product manifold M = N^ x f NT we have 
VxZ = VzX = Z{\nf)X, 
for each X G T{NT) and Z G T{Nj,). 
Proof. Taking vector fields X, Y m T{NT) and Z in T(A^x), we find that 
[X, Z] = 0. 
Therefore VxZ = V^X 
Now using (1.2.1) and the fact that NT and A'_L are orthogonal to each other, 
we get 
2g{VzX,Y) = Zg{X,Y) 
= ZpgNr[X,Y) 
= 2f[Zf)gs^{X,Y). 
Beca.ise g{X,Y) = g^AX^Y) + fg^AX^Y), (4.2.1) 
,9(V2X,y) = / V r ( ^ a n / ) A ^ > " ) , 
or g{VzX,Y)=g{{Z\nf)X,Y). 
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Since g^•JX,Y) = 0, 
g{VzX-Z{\nf)X.Y) = Q. (4.2.2) 
On the other hand, since M = N_i Xf NT is a warped product, N^ is a 
totally geodesic submanifold of M. Thus, we have 
g{VzX, W) = -g[X, V-_W) = 0. (4.2.3) 
Combining (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) we get 
g{VzX~Z{\nf)X,U) = i), (4.2.4) 
for a vector field U tangent on A/, which implies that 
VxZ^VzX - Z ( l n / ) X . 
From the above following is easy to observe. 
Corollary 4.2.1. Let M = Nx^ Xj NT be a warped product manifold then 
(i). Nx is totally geodesic in M 
(ii). Nj is totally umbilical in M. 
Theorem 4.2.1 [16]. \i M = Nj^X/A^r is a warped product CR-submanifold 
of a Kaehler manifold M such that N^ is a totally real submanifold and Nj 
is a holomorphic submanifold of M, then M is a CR-product. 
Proof. Let M — NXX/NT be a warped product CR-submanifold of a 
Kaehler manifold M such that JVX is a totally real submanifold and A^ 'r 
is a holomorphic submanifold of A/. From the Corollary 4.2.1 we know that 
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in this case Nx is ;i. totally geodfsic siihinanifold of A/, i.e, V;?U' € r(,V_L) 
for any vector fields Z, W e T{N_i}. Using these facts in (1.2.1) we get 
g{[Z,W],Y) = 0. (4.2.5) 
for any Z,W e T{N^) and Y e T{NT). Moreover [{¥ = C^ and Z = ri^^ 
then 
which shows that [V, Z] = 0 as the ^ \ and TT' are constant with respect to ?/' 
and z^ respectively. 
Similarly 
\Y,W] = Q. (4.2.6) 
Using the above two relations in (1.2.1), we get 
2gi^zW,Y) = ~Yg{Z,W) 
= ~Y[gMAZ,W) + fgNAZ,^)] 
= -Ygt,AZ,W) 
= 0, 
which implies that VzW eT{Nx). Thus for any vector fields Z,W on Ns_ 
and X on NT we have 
giVzW,X) = Q. (4.2.7) 
Since the ambient space M is Kaehler, we have 
V^JVI/ = JVzW. 
Using Ganss and Weingarten formulas 
-AjwZ + V| (JVr) = J{VzW) + Jh{Z, W). (4.2.8) 
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Taking product with JX, we get 
g{-A.nyZ, JX)+5(Vi(J14-), JX) = g(JiVzW), JX)+giJh{Z, W), JX] 
g{AjwZ, JX) = -g{S7zW, X). (4.2.9) 
By combining (4.2.7) and (4.2.9) we obtain 
g{h{D,D-^),JD'-) = 0. (4.2.10) 
On the otlier hand, from Lemma 4.2.1 we have 
VxZ = VzX = {Z\nf)X, (4.2.11) 
for any veetoi- field X in T{Nr) and Z in T{Nx)- Thus, if we denote by h"^ 
and A^ the second fundamental form and the shape operator of A'^ ^ in M, 
then by using Gauss and Weingarten formulas we have 
g{h'^{X,Y),Z) = giAlX,Y) 
- -g{'^xZ,Y) 
= -Z{\nf)g{X,Y), (4.2.12) 
for any vectors fields X, Y on NT and Z on T{N±). Hence we find that 
h'\X,Y) = -grad{\nf)g{X,Y), (4.2.13) 
where grnd denotes the gradient operator It follows from equation (4.2.13) 
implies that A'r is a totally umbilical submanifold of M. 
Let /) denote the second fundamental form of NT in the ambient space M. 
Then 
h{X, Y) = h^{X, Y) + h{X, Y), (4.2.14) 
for any X. Y tangent to NT- By applying (4.2.13) and (4.2.14) we find that 
g{hiX,X),Z) - -Z{\nf)g{X,X). (4.2.15) 
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Since NT is a iiolomorphic submanifold of M, we also have the following 
relation 
Ti{X, JY) = hi.JX, Y) ^ Jh{X, Y). (4.2.16) 
Hence by combining (4.2.15) and (4.2.16), we obtain 
g(h{X,X),Z) = -g(h{JX,JX),Z) = Z{\nf)g{X,X). (4.2.17) 
(4.2.15) and (4.2.17) imply that Z( ln/) = 0. Therefore by (4.2.12) and 
(4.2.14) 
g(hiX, Y), Z) = g{h^{X, Y), Z), (4.2.18) 
for any X,Y in D and Z in D^. Hence by (4.2.14) (4.2.16) and (4.2.18) 
g{h{X, Y), JZ) = gihiX, Y), JZ) = --g{h{X, JY), Z) = 0. 
Therefore 
g{h{D,D),JD^) = 0. (4.2.19) 
(4.2.10) and (4.2.19) imply that 
AjDxD = 0. 
Therefore, by applying (2.3.7), we conclude that M = ATj, X; AT^  is CR-
product. 
As from al)ove we can see tliat proper warped product CR-submanifokl 
of a Kaehler manifold are trivial, we shall now consider warped products of 
the type NT X y A^ ^ and also discuss a simple characterization for these kinds 
of CR-warped product submanifolds. 
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Lemma 4.2.2 [16]. For a CR-warped product M = NT x f N_L in any 
Kaehler manifold M, we have 
(i). g{h{D,D),JD^) = 0; 
(ii). WxZ = VzX = X{\nf)Z; 
(iii). g{h{JX, Z\ JW) = X{\xx f)g{Z, W); 
(iv). Vj,-{JZ) = JVxZ, whenever h{D,D^) C JD^; 
(v). g{h{D,D^),JD^) = 0; if and only if M = iVr X/ N\ is a trivial 
CR-warped product in M 
where X, Y are vector fields on NT and Z, 14^  on A^ x-
Proof. Since M is Kaehler, we have 
VxJZ = JVXZ, 
AjzX + VJ(JZ = JVxZ + Jh{X, Z), (4.2.20) 
for any A-ectors fields X, Y on N^ and Z in Nx- Thus, by taking the inner 
product of (4.2.20) with JY, we find 
g{-AjzX, JY) + g{VJ,JZ, JY) = g{JVxZ, JY) + g{Jh{X, Z), JY), . 
i.e., g{-^AjzX,JY)=g{VxZ,Y), 
or -g{h{X,JY),JZ)=g{VxZ,Y). 
(4.2.21) 
On the other hand, Since M = NT X/N^ is a warped product, NT is a totally 
geodesic submanifold of M. Thus, we also have g{VxZ,Y) = 0. Combining 
this with (4.2.21), we get 
/;(//.(D,D),.7D-^) = 0. 
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This prove statement (1). 
Statement (2) is already prove in Lemma 4.2.1 
Now if we denote by h and A the second fmidamental form and the shape 
operator of the immersion of M in M. Then we obtain from tlie formula of 
Gauss and Weingarten that 
g{h{JX, Z), JW) = -g{JAjwZ, X). (4.2.22) 
On using Lemma 4.2.1 and statement (2) we get 
g(hiJX,Z),W) = -g{S/zW,X) 
= g{VzX,W) 
= X{\nf)g{Z,W). 
for any X in T{NT) and Z,VV in T{Nj_). This proves statement (3). 
Since NT is a totally geodesic submanifold in M, VxZ e D^. Thus JVxZ G 
JD^. On the other hand, condition h{D,D^) C JD^ implies Jh{X,Z) G 
TM. Therefore by aplying (4.2.20), we obtain statement (4). 
If g{h{D, D^), JD^) = 0, then by statement (3) 
( X l n / ) = 0. 
That means M = N^ XfN± is OR-product. 
Conversely, if M is a CR-product submanifold then by Lemma 2.3.6 
g{h{D,D^),JD^) = 0. 
This implies statement (5). 
Now we will give the following simple c:haracterization of CR-warj)0(l 
products. 
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Theorem 4.2.2 [16]. A proper CR-siibnianifold hd of a Kaehlnr manifold 
M is locally a CR-wa.rped product if and only if 
AjzX = {{JX)^J)Z (4.2.23) 
for X E D and Z G D-^ and for sonio function //, on M satisfying W// = 0 
where W ^ D^. 
Proof. If M is a CR-warped product Nj ~Xj N^. in a Kaehler manifold A/, 
then statement (1) and (2) of Lemma4.2.2 imply that A,,zX = -{{JX) In f)Z 
for each X £ D and Z G D-^. Since / is a function on .'VV, wc also have 
W^(ln/) = Ofor a l l W ' e D^. 
Conversely, assume that M is a proper CR-submanifold of a Kaehler 
manifold M satisfying 
AjzX = i{JX)f>)Z (4.2.24), 
iov X e D, Z e D^ and for some function /x with Wfx = 0, W e D^ thus 
we have 
g{h{D,D),JD^) = ^ (4.2.25) 
It follows from (4.2.25) that the holomorphic distribution D is iutergrablc 
and its leaves are totally geodesic in M. Also 
g{{{J^X)n)Z.W) = g{{{-X)^)Z,W) 
= g{AjzJX,W) 
= g{-VjxJZ,W 
= g{jy.,xZ,W). 
Therefore 
~X{^x)g{Z,W)=g{VJxZJW) 
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= g{h{JX,Z),JW). (4.2.26) 
On the other hand, from Lemma 4.2.1 and (4.2.26) we have 
giVzX,W) = -g(VzW,X) 
= -g{JAjwZ,X) 
= gih{JX,Z),JW) 
= -X{^.)g{Z,W). (4.2.27) 
If we denote by V^ the connection and h-^ as the second fundamental form 
of iV-^  in M then 
g{X, VzW) = giX, Vz^W) + g{X, h^{Z, W)) 
or g{X,VzW) = g{X,h^{Z,W)). 
From (4.2.27) 
g(X, h^(Z,W)) = -X(/;,) .9( Z,W) 
= -g{grad{^),X)g{Z,W) 
= -g{X,g{ZJV)grad{^j,)). (4.2.28) 
On the other hand, since h-''{Z, W) is a vector normal to D^ and tangential 
to M, 
g{Z',h^iZ,W)) = 0, • (4.2.29) 
for any vector field 2''on D^. Combining (4.2.28) and (4.2.29) we get 
g{U, h^{Z, I'V) - g{Z, W)gradi^.)) = 0 
h^{Z, W) = -g{Z, W)grad{fj.), (4.2.30) 
for X e D and Z, W e D^. Using Weingarten formula we have 
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for vector field W tangent, on yV-*- and H normal on A^ -^  
= g{-AHW,X)+g{Vw^H,X) 
- g{W, VHX) = gi-AnW, X) + g{Vw^H, X). (4.2.3i; 
Since D is totally geodesic in i\/, 
Hence 
Also 
g{Vw'H,X) = (). (4.2.32) 
g(Vw^// ,Z) = 0. (4.2.33) 
Since Z is a vector field tangent on A*"! and Vj!^,// normal on ,'Vicombining 
(4.2.32) and (4.2.33), we obtain 
p(Vw^// ,[ /) = 0 
Vw^H = 0 (4.2.34). 
Since the totally real distribution D^ of a CR-snbmanifold oi a Kaehler 
manifold is always integrable (4.2.30) and (4.2.24) imply that each leaf of 
D^ is an extrinsic sphere in A/, i.e, a totally umbilical submaiiifold with 
parallel mean curvature vector. Thus A/ is locally warped productAV X; A^ ^ 
of a holomorphic submanifold and totally real submanifold NT of A/, where 
NT is a leaf of D and A''j is a leaf of D^ and / is a certain warping function 
(cf.[ll]). 
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4.3 A General Inequality for CR-warped Product Submanifolds. 
In this section we shall give a general inequality for CR-warped product 
submanifolds in a Kaehler manifold proved by Chen [16]. 
Definition (4.3.1). For a real hyperspace M of a Kaehler manifod M with 
a unit normal vector fild ^, the tangent vector field J^ on M is called a 
characteristic vector field of A/. 
Definition (4.3.2). A unit tangent vector V on M is called a principal 
vector if V is an eigenvector of the shape operator A^, the corresponding 
eigenvalue is called the principal curvature at V. 
We have the following result for CR-warped products in Kaehler mani-
folds. 
Theorem 4.3.1 [16]. Let M = iVr X; A^ j_ be a CR-warped product 
subnianifold in a Kaehler manifold A/. We have 
(i) The sc}uared norm of the second fundamental form of M satisfies 
\\h\\'>2p\\grad{\nf)\\\ (4.3.1) 
where p is the dimension of A'x. 
(ii) If the equality sign of (4.3.1) holds identically, then NT is a totally 
geodesic submanifold and N_\_ is a totally umbilical submanifold of M. 
Moreover, A^  is a minimal submanifold in M. 
(iii) When A/ is anti-holomorphic and p > 1, the equality sign of (4.3.1) 
holds identically if and only if A'x is a totally umbilical su})nianifol<l of 
(iv) If M is anti-holomoiphic and p = 1, then the equahty sign of (4.3.1) 
holds identically if and only if the characteristic vector field .7^ of M is 
a {)rincipal vector field with zero as its principal cinvature.( Note that 
in this case, A/ is a real hypersurface in M.) Also, in this c:a.se, the 
eqviahty sign in (4.3.1) holds identically if and only if A/ is a minimal 
hypersnrface in M. 
Proof. From Lemma 4.2.1, we have 
g{h{Z,JX),JZ) = X{\nf), (4.3.2) 
where Z is any unit vector in D-^. Applying (4.3.2) we obtain inequa.lity 
(4.3.1) immediately. 
For any vector fields X in D and Z, W in D"*-, Lennna 2.3.3 and (1.3.4) 
imply that 
9(VvvZ, X) = g{JAjzW, X) = -g{h{JX, W), JZ). 
(4.3.3) 
Hence by using Lemma 4.2.1 and (4.3.3), we find 
g{VwZ,X) = ~{Xh^f)g{Z,W). (4.3.4) 
On the other hand, if we denote by It^ the second fundamental form of A'^ ^ 
in 
M = A'T X; A^ x we get 
g{h'-{Z,W).^X)--=g{V,yZ,X) . (4.3.5) 
Combining (4.3.4) and (4.3.5) we obtain, 
h^{Z,W) = -g{Z,W)grad{\nf). (4.3.6) 
Now, assume that the equality case of (4.2.1) holds, theu we obtain from 
(4.2.2) that 
h{D,D)=0, h{D^,D^), h{D,D^)cJD^. 
(4.3.7) 
Since Nj is a totally geodesic submanifold in A/, tlio first condition in 
(4.3.7) implies that A^T is totally geodesic in M. 
On the other hand, (4.3.6) shows that A^ ^ is totally umbilical in M. Now 
the second condition in (4.3.7) implies that Nj_ is also totally umbilical in 
M. Moreover, from (4.3.7), we know that M is minimal in M. 
Let us assume that M is an anti-holomorphic CR-wraped product in 71/. 
Then, from statement (i) of Lenmia 4.2.2, we get 
h{D,D) = 0. (4.3.8) 
If N_i is totally umbilical in A/, then there exists a normal vector field H of 
N_i in M such that the second fundamental form h of N^ in M satisfies 
h{Z,W)=-^(l{Z,W)H, (4.3.9) 
for Z, W tangent to N±. Since 
h{Z, W) = h^{Z, W) + h{Z, W), 
(4.3.9) imi)lies that there is a normal vector field rj such that 
li{Z,W) =^ g{Z,W)'n, (4.3.10) 
for each unit vector W 6 D^ and each unit vector Z in D-^ perixnidicnlar to 
VV, we ha,ve 
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gir^JW) = g{h{W,Z),JW) 
= g{h{Z,W),JZ) 
= g{Z,W)g{ruJZ) 
= 0. (4.3.11) 
Since M is assiinied to V)e anti-holomorphic, (4.3.11) implies either p = \ or 
h{D^,D^) = 0. (4.3.12) 
Hence, (4.3.2), (4.3.8) and (4.3.12) implies the equality case of (4.3.1) holds 
whenever p> 1. 
When p = I, M \s a real hypersurface of M. In this case, the charac-
teristic vector field J(, is a principal vector field with zero as its principal 
curvature if and only (4.3.12) holds. So, in this case we also have equality 
case of (4.3.1) if the characteristic vector field J^ is a principal vector field 
with zero as its principal curvature. From the first condition in (4.3.7), we 
also know that condition (4.3.12) holds if and only if M is minimal in H 
By applying statement (ii), the converse is easy to verify. 
4.4 Twisted Product CR-submanifolds. 
Twisted product manifolds are a natural generahzation of warped prod-
uct manifolds as is evident from the following definition 
Definition (4.4.1). Suppose Mi and M2 are Riemannian manifolds and let 
/ > 0 be a smooth function on A/i x M^. The warped product M -- Mi XfM.2 
is the product manifold Mi x M2 with metric tensor 
.'? = ^*(.9i) + (.fo'r)V(^92), 
where ir and a are projections of A/i x M2 onto Mi and M2 resi)ectively and 
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g\ and §2 are Riemannian metrices on Mi and M2 respec:tively. 
It can be se(ni when the twisted fnnction / depends only on Mi, the twisted 
product M •-= Ml Xj M2 refluc:es to a warped product. 
As was the c:ase for warped prochicts we shall consider the twisted prod-
ucts of the form M = Nx Xj NT immeresed in a Kaehler manifold M, where 
N± is a totally real submanifold and NT is a holomorphic submanifold of M 
and show that such type of twisted products are nothing but CR-products. 
Theorem 4.4.1 [18]. If A/ = A'^  X;A'7 is a twisted product CR-subnianifold 
of a Kaeliler manifold M such tliat N^ is a totally real submanifold and Nj-
is a holonioiphic submanifold of M, then M is a CR-product. 
Proof. Assume that if M = Nj_ XfNr is a twisted product CR.-submanifold 
in a Kaehler manifold M such that A^ j_ is a totally real submanifold and NT 
is a holomorphic submanifold of M. The metric tensor g of M is then given 
by 
9 = gN^+f9NT- (4-4.1) 
From (4.4.1) it follows that N^ is a totally geodesic submanifold of M. Thus, 
for any vector fields Z, W on Nx and A' on Nf, we have 
.v(VzH>Y) = 0. (4.4.2) 
Since the ambient space M is Kaehler, Vzi-JW) = JVzW. Thus, from the 
Gauss and Weingarten formulas, we obtain 
-AjwZ + V^( JMO = J{VzW) + Jh{Z, W). (4.4.3) 
Taking the imuH' product of (4.4.3) with JX, we have 
!,{A.nyZ,JX)=---<i{JVzW,JX). 
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or 
oiAm-Z, JX) = -giVzW,X). (4.4.4) 
By combining (4.4.2) and (4.4.4) we obtain 
g{h{D,D-^,JD^) = 0, (4.4.5) 
where D and D^ are the holoinorphic distribution and the totally real dis-
tribution of M, respectively. 
On the other hand, since [X, Z] = 0 for any vector field X in D and Z in 
we have 
VxZ = VzX. (4.4.6) 
Thus, for any vector fields X, Y in D and Z in D^, we get 
Zg{X,Y) = Zgj,M'\X.Y)) 
= 2f{Zf)9^^{X,Y) 
= 2iZf/f)g{X,Y), (4.4.7) 
Also, from (4.4.6) and g{X, Z) = 0 we find 
Zg{X,Y) = g{S7zX,Y)+g{X,VzY) 
= g{Vx2,Y)+g{X,VyZ) 
= 5(VxZ,Y)-^(VyX,Z). (4.4.8) 
If we denote by h'^ and A^ the second fundamental form and the shape op-
erator of Nr in M, then from the Gauss and Weingarten formulae and from 
(4.4.8) we obtain 
Zg{X,Y) = -2g{h'\X,Y),Z). (4.4.9) 
Combining (4.4.7) and (4.4.9) we get 
h''{X,Y) - -grad^i Inf)g{X,Y), (4.4.10) 
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where grad-^{h\ f) denotes the yVy--c()iniKjnent of the gradient (jrad{\u f) of 
In / . 
Equation (4.4.10) iinphes that Ay is totally unbilical in M. 
Let h denote the second fundamental form of NT in the ambient sj^ ace 
M. Then we liave 
h{X,Y) = ff{X,Y) + h{X,Y), (4.4.11) 
for any X,Y tangent to NT- By applying (4.4.10) and (4.4.11) we find 
g{h{X,X),Z) = g{h^{X,X),Z) 
= -Z{\nf)g{X,X). (4.4.12) 
On the other hand, since NT is a holomorphic submanifold of M, we also 
have the following relations: 
h{X, JY) = Ti{JX, Y) = Jh{X, Y). (4.4.13) 
Hence, by combining (4.4.12) and (4.4.13),we obtain 
gih{X,X),Z) = g(h{JX,JX),Z) 
= --Z{\nf)giX,X). (4.4.14) 
Tlierefoie, we obtain 2'(ln/) = 0 for any Z tangent to N±. Hence, we find 
from (4.4.10) that 
g(h{X, Y), Z) = gih^'iX, Y), Z) = 0 (4.4.15) 
for any X, Y hi D and Z in D^. 
On the other hand, since NT is a holomorphic submanifold of M, we 
also hav(" 
h{X, JY) = h{JX. Y) = Jh{X, Y). (4.4.16) 
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Hence, by (4.4.11), (4.4.15) and (4.4.16), we obtain 
gihiX,Y),JZ) = g(hiX,Y),JZ) 
= -g{h{X,JY),Z) 
= 0. 
Therefore 
g{h{D,D),JD'-) = 0. (4.4,17) 
Equation (4.4.5) and (4.4.17) imply that Ajo±D = 0 . Therefore, from 2.3.7 
to conchide that the CR-siibmanifolds M = NT Xy Nx is a CR-product. 
4.5 Twisted Products NT Xf Nx_ of Kaehler Manifolds. 
In this section we study the class of CR-submanifold in Kaehler manifold 
which are twisted product of the form NT X-f N_i, where NT is a totally real 
submanifold and Nx is a holomorphic submanifold of M. First we shall prove 
an inequality similar to the one proved in the previous article. 
Theorem 4.5.1. Let M = Nr XfNx he a twisted product CR-submanifold 
of a Kaehler manifold M such that Nx is a totally real submanifold and Np 
is a holomorphic submanifold of M. Then we have 
(i) The squared norm of the second fundamental form of M in M satisfies 
>2p\\gracF{lnf)\\^ (4.5.1) 
Where gracF{\nf) is the A^'^-component of the gradiant of In / and p 
is the dimension of N±. 
(ii) If ||/(.||" = 2p||(77Yu/'-''(ln/)l|'^  holds identically, then NT is a totally 
geodesic submanifold and Nx is a. totally umbilical submanifold of J)I. 
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(iii) liM is anti-holomorphic and dim A'_ > 1, then ||/i|p = 2p||5rafF(log/)||^ 
holds identically if and only if NT is a totally geodesic subrnanifold and 
Nx is a totally umbilical submanifold of M. 
Proof. Since M is Kaehler, V J = 0. Thus, for any vector fields X,Y in D 
and Z in D^, we have 
JWxZ + Jh{X, Z) = -AjzX + VJ^JZ. 
Therefore, Ijy taking the inner product of this equation with JY, we find 
g{VxZ,Y) = -g{AjzX,JY) 
- ~g{h{X,JY),JZ). (4.5.2) 
Since M = NT X J N±_ is a twisted product, NT is a totally geodesic 
submanifold of M. Therefore, we also have g{VxZ, Y) = 0. Combining this 
equation with (4.5.2), we obtain 
g{h{D,D),JD^) = 0. (4.5.3) 
We know that the second fundamental form h-^ of N_i in M is given by 
h^{Z,W) = -gracf {hi f)g{Z,W), (4.5.4) 
for vector fields Z, W in D^. From (4.5.4) we get 
g{VzW,X) = -X{\nf)giZ,W). (4.5.5) 
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.3.3, we also have 
giJAjwZ, X) = g{WzW, X). (4.5.6) 
Hence, by combining (4.5.5) and (4.5.6) we have 
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g{h{.JX,Z),.JW) = --g{JAj^Z,X) 
= X{\nf)g{Z,W), (4.5.7) 
for X in D and Z, W in D^. 
By (4.5.7) and Lemma 2.3.3 we know that, for any unit vector field Z 
in Z)-"-, we have 
g{h{Z, JX), JZ) = g{h{JX, Z), JZ) = X hi / . (4.5.8) 
Applying (4.5.8) we obtain inequality (4.5.1). 
For vector fields X in D and Z,W in D^, we obtain from Lennna 2.3.3 
that 
g{WwZ, X) = g{JAjzW, X) = -g{HJX, W), JZ). (4.5.9) 
Hence, by using (4.5.7) and (4.5.9), we obtain 
g{VwZ,X) = -{Xlnf)g{Z,W). (4.5.10) 
On the other hand, if we denote by h-'- the second fundamental form of 
N± in M = NT Xf Nj_, we get 
g{h\Z,W),X) = g{VwZ,X). (4.5.11) 
Combining (4.5.10) and (4.5.11) yields 
h^{Z, W) = -g{Z, W)V'^'{lnf). (4.5.12) 
Now, suppose that the equatility case of (4.5.1) holds identically. Tlir 
we obtain from (4.5.7) that 
h{D.D)=^(), h{D\D^)-={).. h{D,D^)c.W^. (4.5.1 
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">) 
Since NT is totally geodesic submanifold of the twisted product inanil'old 
M = NT XfN_i, the first condition in (4.5.13) imphes that A^ 7' is a totally 
geodesic submanifold in the ambient space M. Equation (4.5.12) implies tliat 
N_i is a totally umbilical submanifold in M and from the second conditioii in 
(4.5.13) we conclude that N±^ is also a totally umbilical submanifold in 7}7. 
In order to prove the last statement, let us assume that M is aiiti-
holomorphic submanifold of M and dim A^j.>l. If A'^ i is totally umbilical 
submanifold of M, then there exist a normal vector field H of A^ ^ in M such 
that the second fundamental form h of N± in M is given by 
h{Z,W) =g{Z,W)'H, (4.5.14) 
for all vectors Z, W tangent to 
h{Z,W) = h{X,W) + h{Z,W), (4.5.15) 
(4.5.13), (4.5.14) and (4.5.15) imply 
h{Z,W) = g{Z,W)rj, (4.5.16) 
for some normal vector field TJ of M in M. Therefore, for any given unit 
vector W in D^ and any given unit vector Z in D-^ perpendicular to M/, we 
have 
9iv, J^V) = g{h{Z, Z), JW) = g{h{Z, W), JZ) = g{Z, W)g{7i. JZ) = 0. 
(4.5.17) 
We have applied Lemma 2.3.3. Hence, we obtain 
hiZ,VV)etL (4.5.18) 
On the other hand, since M is assumed to be an anti-holomorphic submani-
fold of M, we have // = 0. Hence 
h{D^,D^) = 0. (4.5.19) 
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Therefore, by using (4.5.7) and from the assumption TM^ = JD^, we get 
h{JX,W) = {X\nJ)JW. (4.5.20) 
Finally, if we assume that NT is a totally geodesic submanifold of M, 
we also have 
h{D,D) = 0. (4.5.21) 
By applying (4.5.19), (4.5.20) and (4.5.21), we obtain the equality n 12 
2p\\gra(f^{\n f)\\^ identically 
The converse of this was already proved while proving statement (ii) of 
the theorem. 
Theorem 4.5.2 [18]. Let M = iVr X/ Nx be a twisted product CR-
submanifold of a Kaehler manifold M such that Nx is a totally real sub-
manifold and NT is a holomorphic submanifold of M. If M is mixed totally 
geodesic, then we have 
(i) The twisted function / is a function on Nx-
(ii) NT X iV{ is a CR-product submanifold, where A^ { denotes the manifold 
Nx equipped with the metric g{, = P(J:^ • 
Proof. Let M = Nf Xj N'x be a twisted product CR-submanifold of a 
Kaehler manifold M such that A^ j_ is a totally real submanifold and NT is a 
holomorphic submanifold of M. Then 
g{h{JX,Z),JW) = ~!,{JA.nyZ.X) = X(ln/)r/(Z, VK). (4.5.22) 
where X in D and Z, W in D^. Therefore, if M is mixed totally geodesic, wo 
have X(h\ f) — 0 for any vector X tangent to N'-'^. Hence the twisted function 
(i6 
of the twisted product depends only on the second factor A'^ x. Clearly, in this 
case the twisted product Nj- Xj A^ ^ '^  isometric: to the Rieniannian jnodnct 
NT X A'|. Hence, witli respect to tli(> metric g[^ =/^^^. O" ^'L, ^T X A'f 
becomes a CR-product submaiiifold of M. 
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CHAPTER V 
RECENT PROGRESS ON WARPED 
PRODUCT SUBMANIFOLDS 
5.1 Introduction. 
In the previous chapter we have defined and given characterizations and 
properties of warped product submanifolds and seen characterizations for 
them to heconie CR-prodiict submanifolds. In this last chapter of our dis-
sertation we shall discuss recent progress on warped product submanifolds. 
We shall first give results by B. sahin [36] on the non-existence of warped 
product semi-slant submanifolds of a Kaehler manifold and then prove the 
extensions of these results as well as those of B.Y. Chen by K.A Khan, V.A. 
Khan et. a/.[28] in the nearly Kaehler settings. 
5.2 Warped Product Semi-slant Submanifolds of Kaehler Mani-
folds. 
First recalling the definition of semi-slant submanifolds of a, manifolds 
M of an almost Hermition manifold M as follows: 
Definition (5.2.1). A submanifold M of an almost Hermition manifold A/is 
i;alled semi-slant if it is endowerl with two orthogonal distributions D and 
D-^, where D is invariant with respect to J and D-^ is slant. From (1.4.7) it 
is easy to see that, M is a slant submanifold of M if and only if 
P-' = XI, (5.2.1) 
for some real nunil)er A £ |- 1,0]. 
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Lemma 5.2.1 . Let M = Mo xy Mj he a warped product siibmaiiifold in a 
Kaehler manifold M then we have 
g{FZ, h{JX, JY)) = PZiln f)g{X, Y). (5.2.2) 
Proof. For X e T{Mr) and Z e TiM,,). 
!li\/.,xX.Z)^{). 
Using (L2.2) and Gauss formula we get 
g{JZ,VjxJX) = 0. 
Then from (1.4.7) we have 
g{PZ + FZ,V.,xJX) = 0. 
Now Gauss formula implies 
- g{WjxPZ, JX) + giFZ, h{JX, JX)) = 0. 
Using Lemma 4.2.1 we ol)tain 
g[FZM-JXJX)) = PZ{\nf)g{X,X). 
Thus we get 
g{FZ,h{.]X,.JY)) = FZ( ln / ) / / (X,y) , 
for X , y e T{MT) and Z 6 T{Mo), which proves the Lenuna completely. 
Lemma 5.2.2 . Let M = Mo Xj Mr be a warped product submanifold in a 
Kaehler manifold M then we have 
//(//.(,/A', , /y), FZ) - Z(ln f)g{.]X, Y) + PZ{\u f)g{X. Y 
(5.2.3) 
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Proof. Using Weiiigarton foiiniila we havr 
g{AFzJX, JY) = -giVjxFZ, JY), 
for X,Y e T{MT) and Z G T{Mo) 
(/{AFZJX, JY) = g{FZ,VjxJY). 
Thus, using (1.4.7) and (1.2.2) we get 
g{Ai.zJX,JY) = giJZ - PZ,VjxJY) 
= g{Z,VjxY)-g{PZ,VjxJY). 
Thus from Lemma 4.2.1 we have 
g{AfzJX,JY) = g{ZyjxY) + g{VjxPZ,JY 
= g{VjxZ,Y) + g{VjxPZ,JY) 
= Z(ln f)g{JX, Y) + PZ(ln f)g{X, Y). 
Therefore, using (1.3.4) we obtain 
gih{JX, JY), FZ) = Z[\n f)g{JX, Y) + PZ{\n f)g{X, Y). 
This proves the Lemma completely. 
Theorem 5.2.1 [36]. Let M be a Kaehler manifold. Then there do not 
exist warped-product submanifolds M = Me Xf Mr in M such that Mg is a 
proper slant submanifold and Mr is a holomorphic submanifold of M. 
Proof. By the definition of semi-slant submanifolds and using Lemma 4.2.1 
we have 
giV.jxZ,X) = Z{lnf)giJX,X) = Q. 
Lenmia 5.2.1 gives 
g{FZJi{JX,JY)y^ PZ{\nf)g{X,Y), (5.2.4) 
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for X,Y e T{MT) and Z 6 T{Mo). Now from Lemma 5.2.2 we have 
g{hiJX^ JY), FZ) = Z{\n f)g{JX, Y) + PZ{\n f)g{X, K), 
(5.2.5) 
for X , y G T{Mr) and Z e T{Mo). Thus (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) imphy that, 
Z{\nf)g{JX,Y) = 0, 
for X, YeTiMr) and Z e T{Mo). Thus 
Z(hi / ) = (), 
which shows that / is c:onstant. Thus j^roof is complete. 
Now, we take up the warped product semi-slant submanifolds in the 
form of MT X J Me such that Mr is a holomorphic submanifold and Ms is a 
proper slant submanifold of M, and show that there does not exist semi-slant 
warped products of the type M = Mr Xf Mg in Kaehler manifolds either. 
Lemma 5.2.3 . Let M = Mo Xy Mr be a warped product submanifold in a 
Kaehler manifold M then 
(i) X [In f)cos'dg{Z,Z) = -g{h{PZ,X),FZ), ( 
(h) g{h{PZ, X), FZ) = g{h{Z, X), FPZ) = X(ln f)cos'6g{Z, Z), ( 
for X, Y e T{MT) and Z e T{Me). 
Proof. For A' G r(MT) and Z € T{Mf)). Since r ( M r ) and T{Me) are 
orthogonal, we obtain 
g{VpzX,Z) = -g{VpzZ,X) = 0. 
Ushig (1.2.2) wo get 
g{JX,VpzJZ)---0. 
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Then from (1.4.7), (1.3.4) and Weingarten formula we obtain 
g{JX,VpzPZ + FZ) = g{JX,VpzTZ)+g{JX,VpzFZ) 
- -gi'^pzJX, PZ) - g{JX, ApzPZ) 
= gV^pzJX, PZ) + gih{PZ, JX), FZ) 
= 0. 
Thus using Lennna 4,2.1 and (1.4.13) we get, 
.JX{\n f)cos^Bg{Z, Z) = g{h{PZ, JX), FZ), (5.2.8) 
for X in T{MT) and Z in T{M0). Subtituting X by JX in (5.2.8) we arrive 
at 
.Y(hi f)cos%iZ, Z) = -g{h{PZ, X), FZ). (5.2.9) 
Also subtituting Z by PZ in (5.2.9) and using (5.2.1) and (1.4.13) we obtain 
g{h{P^Z,X),FPZ) = -~X{\nf)cos^eg{PZ,PZ), 
cos^eg{h{Z,X),FPZ) = X{\nf)cos^eg{Z,Z). 
Hence we have 
g{h{Z,X),FPZ) = X{\nf)cos^6g{Z,Z), (5.2.lO; 
for X in T{MT) and Z in T{Mo). 
Now from Gauss formula we have 
g{h{PZ, X), FW) =: g{VxPZ, FW), 
for X in T{Mr) and Z, W in T[M(,). Hence, 
g{h{PZ, X), FW) = giPZVxFW). 
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Thus using (1.4.7) and Using (1.2.2) wv derive 
gih{PZ,X),FW) - -giPZ,VxJW + PW) 
= -giPZ,VxJW) + g{PZ,VxPW) 
= g{JPZ, VxW) + g{PZ, VxPW) 
= g{P^Z, VxW) + g{FPZ, h{X, W)) + g{PZ, X 
Then from lemma 4.2.1 and 5.2.1 we obtain 
g{h{PZ,X),FW) = -cos^OX{\nf)g{Z,W) + g{FPZ,h{X,W)), 
+X{\nf)g{PZ,PW). 
Also from (1.4.13) we get. 
g{h{PZ,X),FW) = -cos^9X{\nf)g{Z,W)+g{FPZ,h{X,W)), 
+X{\nf)cos^9g{Z,W). 
Thus for Z = W we have 
g{hiPZ, X), FZ) = g{FPZ, h{X, Z)), 
for X in T{MT) and Z in T{Me). 
Theorem 5.2.2 [36]. Let M be a Kaehler manifold. Then there do not 
exist warped-product submanifolds M = Mr Xf Mo \n M such that MT is a 
holomorphic submanifold and Mg is a proper slant submanifold of M. 
Proof. For X G T{MT) and Z G T{M0), from Lemma 4.2.1 we have 
g{VpzX, Z) = X{\n f)g{PZ, Z) = 0. 
Since 
giPZ,Z)=0. 
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Now from Lemma 5.2.3 
X{\nf)cos^9g{Z,Z) = -g{h{PZ,X),FZ), (5.2.11) 
g{hiZ, X), FPZ) = X{]n f)cos%iZ, Z), (5.2.12) 
for X in T{MT) and Z in T{Mo). On tlie other hand, from Lennna 5.2.3 
g{h{PZ, X), FZ) = g{FPZ, h{X, Z)), (5.2.13) 
for X in TMT and Z in TMe- Thus from (5.2.11), (5.2.12) and (5.2.13) we 
get 
X(ln/)cos^^p(Z,Z) = 0. 
Since Me is a proper slant and Z is non null, we obtain 
X ( l n / ) = 0 
This proves our assertion. 
Following example of a CR-warped product submanifold of a Kaehler 
manifold shows that Theorem 5.2.2 is not true for CR-warped product sub-
manifolds in Kaehler manifolds. 
Example(5.2.1): Consider in I^ the submanifold M given by the equations 
Xi = COSd, X2 = SC0S9, Xs = tCOSifi, X4 — SCOSif. 
x^ = tsind, XQ = ssinf), x-^ = tsimp, .xg = ssirup, 
d,ve (0,7^/2). 
Then TM is spanned by Zt, Z,, Zo, Z^, where 
Zf — cosOdxi -f- cosfdx:^ + si.nBdxr, + sirupdxj. 
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Z, = cosOdx-i + c.osipdx^ + sinOdXfs + strupdxn. 
Zf) ~ tsinOdxx + ssinOdx-z + tcosddx^ + scosOdxa. 
Z^ — tsmipdx'i + ssinipdxi + tcosipdxj + scosipdxi^. 
We obtain that D = span{Zi, Zs} is invariant with respect to J. More-
over, JZe and JZ^ are orthogonal to TM. Hence D^ — spciTi\^Zf), Z^p^ is 
anti-invariant with respect to J. Thus M is a CR-submanifold of Rg. Fur-
thermore, we can derive that D and D^ are integrable. Denoting the integral 
manifolds of D and D^ by Mr and Mx, respectively, then the induced metric 
tensor is 
g = 2df^ + 2ds^ + {t^ + s^){dO^ + V ) 
Thus A/ is a CR-warped product submanifold of R^ with warping function 
/ = V^ + 2 
5.3 Warped Product CR-Submanifolds N^XJNT of Nearly Kaehler 
Manifolds. 
Throughout this section, we assume that M is a nearly Kaehler manifold 
and M = Nx x^ A/r is a warped product CR-submanifold of M . In the 
following sections we shall give and prove recent results by V. A. Khan, 
K. A. Khan et. al. [28] which extend the study of warped product CR-
submanifolds. 
The nearly Kaehler structure on an almost Hermitian manifold M can be 
characterized by 
{a)VvV + VvU = 0 {h) QuV + QvU ^ [\ (5.3.1) 
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for each U, V e T{M), where P and Q denotes the tangential and normal 
components of VJ . On the submanifold M of M, by property/(p4) men-
tioned in chapter two of P and Q, we also have 
VxJX + QxJX = 0, (5.3.2) 
for each X e T(A^r)-
By Corollary 4.2.1 Nx is totally geodesic in M and NT is totally umbil-
ical in M. Thus, if h^ and h denote the second fundamental forms of the 
immersions of NT in M and in M respectively, then 
h{X, Y) = h^{X, Y) + h{X, y ) , (5.3.3) 
/i^(X, Y) = -g{X, Y)grad{\n / ) , (5.3.4) 
for each X, Y e T{NT). 
The Lemma 4.2.1 can be restated as 
VxZ - VzX = [Z In f)X. (5.3.5) 
Hence, 
g{VxZ,X) = iZ\nf)\\Xf = g{VjxZ,JX). (5.3.6) 
On applying formulae (1.3.2), (5.3.1) and (5.3.2), equation (5.3.6) can be 
written as 
(Zln/)||A'||-^ = g{JZ,h{X,JX)). (5.3.7) 
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Replacing X by JX in equation (5.3.7), we get 
{Z\nf)\\Xf = -g{.JZJi{X,.]X)). (5.3.8) 
From equations (5.3.7) and (5.3.8), 
{Z\nf)\\Xf = Q. (5.3.9) 
If M is assumed to be a proper warped product CR-submanifold, tlien 
Z{\\\f) = 0 i.e., M is simply a CR,-product. In other words, the Theorem of 
B. Y. Chen [16] is extended to the setting of nearly Kaehler manifold as 
Theorem 5.3.1 [28] There does not exist a proper warped product CR-
submanifold A j^. X/ ^T ill nearly Kaehler manifolds. 
5.4 Warped Product CR-Submanifolds NT XfN<^ of Nearly Kaehler 
Manifolds. 
In this section we shall study the warped product CR.-submanifolds of 
the type Nr x fN^_ in a nearly Kaehler manifold M. First, we shall prove 
[28] 
Lemma 5.4.1 . Let M be a warped product CR-submanifold of a nearly 
Kaehler manifold M. Then we have 
(i) g{hiX,Y),JZ) = Q 
(ii) (,{VzX, W) = X{\n f)g{Z, W) = g{h{JX, Z), JW) 
for each X, Y e T{Nr) and Z\ W G r{N^). yZ^Az^dr, 
\ t \ "j ! 
Proof. By equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), 
q{ApzX.Y) = r/(VxZ, jy) - fj{VxZ,Y). 
The first term in the right hand side of the above equation is zero in view of 
Lemma 4.2.1. Thus, the equation reduces to 
g{ApzX,Y) = -giVxZ,Y). 
The left hand side of the above equation is symmetric in X and Y whereas 
the right hand side is skew symmetric in X and Y . That proves 
g{h{X,Y),JZ) = g{VxZ,Y) = 0. 
The first equality in (?'?) is an inunediate consequence of Lemma 4.2.2 
(ii). For the second equality, by Gauss fornmla, we may write 
g{hiJX,Z),JW) = g{S/zJX,JW 
= g{QzX,JW)+g{\/zX,W) 
= giQzJX,W) + Xilnf)giZ,W). 
- -g{VzW,JX)+ Xi\n f)g{Z,W). 
The first term in the right hand side of the above equation is zero by virtue 
of (3.2.16) and the equation reduces to 
g{h{JX,Z),JW) = {X\nf)g{Z,W) 
which completes the proof of statement (?'?;). 
Theorem 5.4.1 [28]. Let M be a CR-submanifold of a nearly Kaehler 
manifold M with integrable distributions D and D-^. Then M is locally a 
CR-warped product if and only if 
AjzX = -(JXf,)Z (5.4.1) 
for each X e D, Z ^ D^ and //,, a C=^-function on M such that Wi^t = 0 
for each W e D^. 
Proof. If M is a warped product CR-submanifold NT X JNX, then on 
applying Lennna 5.4.1, we obtain equation (5.4.1). In this case // = In/ . 
Conversely, suppose AjzX = -{JXf^/.)Z , then 
g{h{X,Y),JZ) = 0 
i.e., h{X,Y) e fj., for each X, Y e D. As D is assumed to be integrable, by 
(3.2.14), QxY = 0 and therefore by formula (2.2.7) 
FVxY = h{X,JY)-fh{XX)-
As h{X,Y) G ^i for each X, Y e D, FU e JD^ for each U e TM and 
/^ e // for all (_ G TM^, we deduce from the above equation that V ^ ^ £ D. 
That means, leaves of D are totally geodesic in M. Now, 
r/(VzM',X) = g{,JVzW,JX) 
= -g{VzW,JX)-g{AjwZ,JX). 
The first term in the right hand side of the above equation vanishes in view of 
(3.2.16) and the second term on making use of (5.4.1) reduces to X/j, g{Z, W). 
That is, we have 
g{VzW,X)=^Xi.,.g{Z,W). (5.4.2) 
Now, b>' Gaviss formula 
g{h^{Z,W),X) = g{VzW,X) 
where h^ denotes the second fundamental form of the inunersion of Nx into 
M. Using (5.4.2), the last equation gives 
g{kHZAV),X) = Xirg{Z,W) 
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which shows tliat, each leaf N± of D-^ is totally umbilical in M. Moreover, 
the fact that U'/i = 0, for all W G D-^, implies that the mean curvature 
vector on .Vi is jjarallel along N± i.e., each leaf of D-^ is an extrinsic sphere 
in M. Thus M is locally a warped ]>roduct AV x /A'l of a holomorphic 
submanifokl NT and a totally real submanifold A'^ j, of M [11]. Here Nj is a 
leaf of D and Nx is a leaf of D-^ and / is a warping function. 
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